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Introduction

Introduction

As one goes through a normal day, it is rare not to encounter a great number
of drops around. Some of them are clearly visible, like beads of morning dew
condensed in a spider net (figure 1(a), or raindrops resisting gravity hanging
from the glass of our window. Sometimes dew drops make fields look white,
like covered in snow (figure 1(b)), or condense and refuse to wet some surfaces
as many kinds of leafs (figure 1(d)). All these millimeter sized drops made
of different liquids as golden oil, ruby wine, metallic mercury, or translucent
water, shine always in a very eye-catching way due to their lens-like shapes
but, maybe the smaller droplets, which our eye can not individually see, are
the ones that collectively present themselves in the most surprising ways. For
example the formation of clouds along the coast or over a mountain peak
(figure 1(e)), or a thin layer of clouds coloring the sky at twilight (figure

An endless list of questions can arise from curiosity: how do the drops that
form a cloud nucleate and grow, what makes the microscopic drops in mayon-
naise or the diluted anise drink stable, what keeps water beads hanging from
a spider net or a window glass (or even centered on a silk fiber!), how do rain-
drops disappear spontaneously and why they leave their silhouette drawn by
a round stain, why a little puddle of water breaks into droplets leaving some
dry areas on some materials, what’s the reason for a mercury drop to be so
round and a wine drop to be so flat when lying on a surface.

And if all this mere curiosity was not enough to study drops we still have
many technical motivations, as optimizing chemical separation processes, de-
sign of the windshield of a car to reduce the amount of droplets while driving,
developing materials that can be used in microfluidic systems to improve their
performance, improving ink printing capabilities, avoiding condensation when
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Figure 1: Eye catching drops. a) dew beads on spider web b)morning dew whitening the
field in Twente c) colours of the sunrise in Utrecht on the clouds d) drops on water repellent
leaf d) formation of cloud on top of a mountain.
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Introduction

undesirable (like in our mask while diving) or promote it when necessary (as
in a breath condensation analysis or water harvesting).

Among all the motivations above, like most of the times in physics, human
curiosity and pursuit of knowledge motivated scientists to investigate these
small liquid volumes and the richness of the physics found in droplet phe-
nomena has increased and maintained scientific research on drops over the
years.

In this work, we investigate some droplet-related phenomena, found for dif-
ferent kinds of drops and for different types of substrates fabricated with the
purpose of changing the wetting properties of a material by means of geo-
metrical or chemical controlled alterations. In particular, we study processes
associated with volume changes driven mainly by diffusion, like dissolution or
evaporation, and we try to understand some of the various opportunities that
the modified materials offer.

0.1 Sessile (sitting) drops and bubbles

The adjective ‘sessile’ comes from the Neo-Latin sessilis , “sitting”) and is
often used in zoology and botany to describe organisms that, for one reason
or another, are permanently attached to a surface and not free to move e.g.
corals or some mollusc’s. In the case of droplets (an also bubbles) this term is
used to describe their attachment to substrates. This attachment is the result
of an energetic advantage as we explain subsequently.

0.1.1 Cohesive forces, surface tension, and adhesion

When a droplet, a pocket of liquid, is surrounded by a gas (or another non-
or partially-miscible liquid), the cohesive forces maintain molecules of sim-
ilar properties together (birds of a feather flock together). These cohesive
forces between molecules of the same kind give rise to surface tension γ along
the interface between unlike bulks of molecules. This happens because ev-
ery molecule in the bulk of liquid is pulled equally in every direction but the
molecules at the interface undergo a disadvantageous energy state (see fig-
ure 2a). Each liquid has different surface tension that varies with the size of
the molecule and the cohesion energy per molecule. Besides, cohesion energy
depends on the kind intermolecular forces present, e.g. van der Waals forces
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in the case of oils or hydrogen bonds that give water a higher surface tension.
Between two non-miscible liquids A and B the same effect is observed and is
characterized as an inter-facial surface tension γAB. Surface tension originates
at the molecular scale but its effects show (and are measured and defined) at
the macroscopic scale.

If we think of the process to fabricate meringue, the fact that creating this
interfaces cost energy becomes very obvious, it cost so much energy that most
people would rather use some electric tool and steal that energy from the
network than prepare it with their own hands and a whisking balloon. This
energy cost is the cost of bringing new molecules to each new surface area
unit and this is again γ, the surface tension and can be expressed in units of
mJ/m2 or, also commonly, in terms of force per unit length mN/m.

When a drop (or a bubble) forms, it tends to the spherical shape (this
is typically found in aerosols and emulsions), which minimizes the surface
area (and surface energy) per unit volume. The surface tension causes an
overpressure inside the drop that was already described in the early 1800s.
The Laplace pressure (or overpressure) ∆p is proportional to the curvature of
the drop and therefore increases as the size of the drop decreases. Its value
for a spherical drop can be expressed as

∆p = pA −pB = 2γAB

R
, (1)

where R is the curvature radius, pA and pB are the pressures in the bulks of
the fluids A and B respectively and γAB is the interfacial surface tension (see
figure 2(b)).

Laplace pressure becomes evident, for example, when we try to separate
wet objects from each other, e.g. trying to separate a plate from the kitchen
counter after doing the dishes, figure 2(c). Surface tension acts very often as a
strong adhesive force, attaching drops and bubbles to surfaces like raindrops
on a glass or air bubbles that stick on a glass of water after some time after
being filled. These adhesion forces are what force droplets to attach or sit on
a substrate and give shape to sessile droplets.

0.1.2 Capillary length

As commented in the previous section, when a drop forms, the interfacial
tension will lead to a spherical shape, or spherical cap shape for sessile droplets.
This is a result, as seen before, of the adhesion forces and the surface free
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Introduction

Figure 2: a) Cohesion forces acting on molecules on a drop. ’Satisfied’ molecules at the bulk
and unsatisfied molecules at interface b) Laplace pressure difference due to surface tension
and radius of curvature of the drop. Capillary adhesion of two surfaces in contact though a
drop.

energy minimization. However, for droplets larger than a certain size, gravity
can deform the drops leading to oval shapes. This can be observed in figure 1
(a and d) if we observe the largest drops laying on the leaf (deformed by
gravity) and the smaller drops that hang of the spider web (spherical).

The size limit depends on the fluid-fluid interface and its surface tension.
It can be easily calculated by balancing Laplace (equation 1) and gravity
pressures in the drop PL = Pg. The gravity, or hydrostatic pressure of the
drop can be written as

Pg = ρgh, (2)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, ρ is the drop liquid density and h
the height or length scale of the system, which in the case of drops we can
consider the radius R. Thus, from equations 1 and 2 we can calculate the
limiting radius, or capillary length, as:

lc =
√

γAB

∆ρg
. (3)

The ratio between the hydrostatic buoyancy forces and surface tension on
droplets is usually captured by the non dimensional Bond (also called Eötvös)
number:

Bo =
(

R

lc

)2

= ∆ρgR2

γAB
. (4)

Thus when the Bond number of the system is Bo>1 the drops will deform
due to the gravity body force, and when Bo<1 the capillary forces dominate
giving rise to spherical drop shapes.
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0.1.3 Spreading factor and wetting

Surface tension between liquids, solids, and gases leads to two mean ways of
interacting with each other. And this is captured by the spreading factor S.

The spreading factor captures simply the energetic benefit or loss associated
with the presence of different interfaces and can be written for a substrate
(liquid or solid) as

S = γSM − (γSD +γDM ), (5)

where γSD is the surface tension between the substrate and the drop and
γSM and γDM are respectively the surface tensions between the substrate and
the drop with the surrounding medium. The sign of this energy balance per
unit area, S, dictates the preferential behavior of the drop and classifies its
behavior as total wetting or partial wetting.

If the parameter S is positive, the tendency of the liquid will be to spread
over the surface and cover it completely, resulting on a layer that depending
on the size of the substrate and that of the droplet, can results of nano-metric
thickness, figure 3 (a). This is called total wetting .

On the contrary, if the spreading factor is S<0, the drop does not spread
and forms a spherical cap shape with a determined contact angle θ with the
substrate that results from the balance of surface tensions γSD, γSM , and
γDM , figure 3 (b). This is captured by Young’s equation:

γDM cos(θ) = γSM −γSD, (6)

that can be rewritten substituting (5) in (6) as

S = γDM (cos(θ)−1). (7)

Young’s contact angle θ is a very common and relatively easy way to de-
scribe and measure interfacial tensions. However, is important to remember
that this is the result of assuming an ideal homogeneous substrate and liquid.
Inhomogeneities present on the substrate or liquid have some important effects
on the drops behavior and are exposed subsequently.

Contact angle hysteresis

One very common and important effect of inhomogeneities are the so-called
advancing (θa) and receding (θr) contact angles. When we tilt a real substrate
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Introduction

Figure 3: a) Spreading factor S and the two wetting regimes characterized by its sign for
a droplet on a solid substrate b) Young’s contact angle θ of a drop on a solid substrate as a
result of projecting equilibrium forces.

(with its inhomogeneities) on which a droplet sits, the contact angle can vary
between two values θa > θ > θr before the droplet is forced to slide down by
gravity. In figure 4 (a) we can see a drawing on this effect. This is caused by
the pinning of the contact line of the drop at inhomogeneities of the substrate
forcing the contact line to overcome an energy barrier before moving. The
advancing and receding contact angles are thus very closely related to the
substrate’s roughness.

Marangoni flows

Heterogeneities in the liquid also have important consequences. The presence
of temperature gradients, changes in composition for multicomponent droplets,
or surfactants (molecules in dissolution that accumulate at the drop interface),
create gradients in surface tension along the interface of the drop. The surface
areas with a high surface tension pull more strongly on the surrounding liquid
than those with a low surface tension, causing a liquid flow. This can, for
example, affect strongly the evaporation of multicomponent liquids, e.g. wine
tears that form as a consequence of a lower surface tension of alcohol and
higher volatility with respect to water [1]. The wine then climbs the surface
of the glass and leaves behind higher surface tension wine containing more
water and less alcohol than at the bulk. This effect can be observed in other
alcoholic drinks like fro example brandy, see figure 4 (b).
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Figure 4: a) Advancing and receding angle of a sliding drop b) ’Tears’ result from the
Marangoni flows driven by the evaporation of alcohol from Brandy, an aqueous solution
with 36% alcohol content.

0.2 Evaporation and dissolution of drops

We know that when a drop (R < lc) sits on a substrate it will take a spherical
cap shape and with a contact angle θ dictated by Young’s equilibrium. In this
situation the drop should be in equilibrium, however in most situations the
drop will lose mass with time, interchanging molecules with its medium. This
is called evaporation, when the medium is a gas, and dissolution when the
medium is an non-miscible liquid. During this introduction we will consider
drying drops as the physics governing these two processes are very similar.

The drying of the drop happens through two main mechanisms: The first
mechanism is phase change, that occurs when a molecule of the liquid drop
crosses the interface to evaporate into the surrounding air. The second mecha-
nism is the mass transport of these molecules across the medium away from the
drop. This happens by diffusion, a process that tends to homogenize the com-
position of mixtures. Additionally, convective mass transport can contribute
accelerating the diffusion process.

0.2.1 Diffusion-driven evaporation

Diffusion is a process by which molecules move from a region of higher concen-
tration to a region of lower concentration and the rate at which this movement
occurs is proportional to the gradient in concentration. As diffusion is the
limiting time scale, liquid molecules that cross the droplet interface rapidly
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Introduction

saturate the surrounding air with liquid vapor. If the surrounding air far away
from the drop is not saturated, diffusion will transport these molecules away
from the drop.

It is important to know that if the surrounding media is saturated with
the liquid vapor this process will stop and the drop will be in permanent
equilibrium. Equivalently, if the medium is over-saturated then the process
will invert and the droplet will grow (this is what we typically see in dew
formation on glasses or mirrors and what drives the growth of air bubbles in
glasses of water after some time).

The variation of concentration δc/δt of the species on a medium is governed
by the diffusion equation

δc

δt
= D∇2c (8)

where D is the diffusion coefficient for each species in the medium. The flux
J from the drop to its surroundings can be written as

J = −D∇c (9)

These equations can be solved considering as boundary conditions the sat-
uration concentration cs at the drop interface and the concentration far away
from the source c∞.

However, at the same time, one needs to consider also the geometry, as
for sessile drops the substrate acts as an impermeable wall. How this affect
the evaporation has been already shown before [2–5] for different evaporation
modes, e.g. constant contact angle (CA) mode or constant contact radius
(CR) mode.

In particular, the expected change in volume per second dV/dt can be cal-
culated using the following equation

dV

dt
= −πRD(cs − c∞)

rho
f(θ) (10)

with f(θ) being a shape factor that describes the effect of the contact angle
in the evaporation flux and can be written as

f(θ) = sinθ

1+cosθ
+4
ˆ ∞

0

1+cosh(2θϵ)
sinh(2πϵ)

tanh
[
(π −θ)ϵ

]
dϵ. (11)

To calculate the time that a droplet takes to completely evaporate, usually
called droplet’s lifetime, one must calculate the flux across the whole drop
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interface for every instantaneous geometry. As just commented, the evolution
of the drop geometry will change depending on the evaporation mode. In
figure 5 we show an example of these different evolutions of the geometry that
depend on the ability of the contact line to move, either freely or subjected
to some restrictions like contact angle hysteresis or other substrate conditions
like geometric or chemical heterogeneities.

Figure 5: a) Drop evaporating in constant-radius (CR) mode. b) Drop evaporating in
constant contact angle (CA) mode. The black outward arrows represent the local evaporative
flux J.

Using dimensional arguments, the typical lifetime of an evaporating drop
will be the characteristic diffusion time td ∼ L2/D, with L being the charac-
teristic length scale and D the diffusion coefficient of the drop liquid in its
environment. When the contact line of a diffusion-driven shrinking drop is
free to move, and therefore the drop evaporates in the CA mode, the shape
of the drop keeps self-similarity of the spherical cap and the evolution of the
radius R of the drop scales with

R ∼
√

D(tf − t), (12)

where tf is the total evaporation time. This translates in a very enhanced
reduction of the radius towards the end of the drop lifetime [4].

0.3 Guide through this thesis

In the context of drying and dissolving drops, this thesis focuses on the effect
of geometrical substrate designs, in chapters 1 and 2. In chapter 3 we focus on
chemical heterogeneities and in chapter 4 the focus is on the effect of a fourth
phase that adds to the substrate, the drop and its medium: An entrapped
gaseous bubble.
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Introduction

In the first two chapters of this thesis we dive deeper into the effect that
geometrical patterns have on drying and dissolving drops. We show a new
shrinking mode, that we call zipping-depinning, and that adds to the CCA,
CCR, and Stick-Jump modes. Zipping-depinning occurs for substrates pat-
terned with concentric ring and spiral grooves.

In chapter 3 we study the behavior of sessile droplets on substrates with
chemical heterogeneities. In particular, we study the effect of lyophilic ellipti-
cal patches on the geometry of drying drops and compare experimental results
with computational calculations of their equilibrium shapes.

In the last chapter 4 we investigate the effects that a bubble has on a dis-
solving drop in which it is entrapped. The amusing phenomenon found have
also proven to improve mixing efficiency dramatically leading to dissolution
rates one order of magnitude larger than they would be without the presence
of the entrapped bubble.
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1
Zipping-depinning: Dissolution of droplets on

micropatterned concentric rings *

The control of the surface wettability is of great interest for technological applica-
tions as well as for the fundamental understanding of surface phenomena. In this
paper we describe the dissolution behavior of droplets wetting a micro-patterned
surface consisting of smooth concentric circular grooves. In the experiments, a
droplet of alcohol (1-pentanol) is placed onto water immersed micro-patterns.
When the drops dissolve the dynamics of the receding contact line occurs in two
different modes. In addition to the stick-jump mode with jumps from one ring to
the next inner one, our study reveals a second dissolution mode, which we refer to
as zipping-depinning. The velocity of the zipping-depinning fronts is governed by
the dissolution rate. At the early stage of the droplet dissolution, our experimen-
tal results are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions by Debuisson
et al. [6] However, as soon as the zipping-depinning model kicks in at the late
stage of drop dissolution, significant deviations from the predictions by Debuisson
et al. [6] are observed. With an extended model we can accurately describe the
dissolution dynamics in both stick-jump and zipping-depinning mode.

*Published as: Encarnación Escobar, J. M., Dietrich, E., Arscott, S., Zandvliet, H.
J., Zhang, X., Lohse, D., Zipping-depinning: Dissolution of droplets on micropatterned
concentric rings, Langmuir 34(19), 5396-5402(2018)
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1. Zipping-Depinning

1.1 Introduction

Wetting on structured surfaces is of great importance in many natural, tech-
nological and industrial processes. This holds for the control of droplets
for self-cleaning [7, 8], anti-fogging [9], anti-icing [10], water harvesting [11],
phase change heat transfer [12–14], evaporative self-assembly of nanomate-
rials [15–18], manipulation of micro and nano sized objects [19], construc-
tion of circuits [20–23] or droplet-based analysis and diagnostics [24], among
many others. Correspondingly, significant advances have been achieved in
the fundamental understanding of drop dynamics on a variety of microstruc-
tures [25–33]. Several modes of drop evaporation have been observed, includ-
ing constant contact angle (CA), constant contact radius (CR), stick-slide
mode and stick-jump mode [34–37]. Pinning at the contact line of the drop,
the surrounding fluid phase and properties of the substrate are all essential
to control the evaporation and dissolution modes and transitions between
them [38–43]. Chemical or geometrical surface features even down to sub-
nanometer scale may give rise to pinning effects, imparting the lifetime of the
evaporating or dissolving sessile drops [44, 45].

The mechanical stability and lifetime of drops may be potentially tuned by
well-defined surface structures. Among a variety of surface microstructures,
engraved concentric microrings may pin the entire three-phase boundary of a
drop, representing an interesting case of an extremely strong pinning effect.
It was reported that micro-ring structures are the most effective in stabilizing
droplets against mechanical and chemical perturbations, compared to other
micro-topographical features of trenches or plateaus [24]. Such stability of
drops is highly desirable e.g. for the hanging drop technique for long term
cell cultures [24], and other techniques for analytical and clinical diagnostic
screening [46].

To understand the dynamics of drops on the substrate patterned with con-
centric micro-rings, Kalinin et al. [47] measured critical apparent advancing
and receding angles and correlated them with the morphological characteristics
of the rings. They found that the apparent critical angles were independent
of the ring height and width, but were determined primarily by the slope
of the ring sidewalls [47]. Debuisson et al. [48] quantitatively showed that
concentric microrings facilitate the stick-jump model of evaporating drops.
They also found that for a given droplet radius, the smaller the spacing of the
rings is, the shorter the evaporation time. It was shown that the contact line

15



depins when the liquid micro-meniscus simultaneously touches both sides of
the groove (figure 1.2). Assuming volume conservation during jumping of the
contact line to the next ring, a model was developed to explain the contact
angle hysteresis [6]. Debuisson et al. also showed that the contact angle hys-
teresis and the evaporation behavior of the drop can be further modified by
introducing a gap as an artificial defect on the ring [49].

In this work, we focus on the depinning behavior of droplets from the micror-
ings during the dissolution in a partially miscible liquid surrounding phase. We
extracted the contact angles as a function of time from the experimental data
and compared them with the predictions by Debuisson et al. [6] We found that
this model works well for the case when the transitions from ring to ring occur
on a time scale much shorter than the corresponding shrinkage of the droplet.
However, when the time scales become comparable, our results reveal another
mode of zipping-depinning. As far as we know, this new mode has not been
reported in literature so far. We theoretically analyze this zipping-depinning
mode and can quantitatively describe the overall dissolution.

1.2 Experimental section

Thin glass substrates with thickness of 170 µm were used as substrate, which
are optimal for confocal microscopic imaging. The fabrication of the micropat-
terned surfaces was done using a standard photolitography process on the thin
glass slides. The concentric rings are at a distance of 50 µm from each other.
The detailed protocol was reported in previous work [48].

The experiments were conducted in a transparent container with dimensions
5×5×5 cm3, as sketched in figure 1.1 (a and b), next to an image of one
of the substrates used (figure 1.1(c)). Before each experiment the tank was
cleaned thoroughly using isopropylalcohol (Sigma Aldrich) and water. The
container was first filled with purified water (Merck Milipore, 18.2 MΩcm),
and then the substrate was immersed in the water. A droplet of 1-pentanol
was carefully placed on the center of the concentric rings on the surface by
using a glass syringe with a long aluminum needle with a diameter of 210 µm.
The dispensing rate of the drop was controlled by a syringe pump.

In all experiments, the images of the drop were recorded from a side and
a bottom view. The side view of the drop was taken under illumination of
a collimated light with a CCD camera through a long working distance mi-
croscope lens, from which the contact angles and height of the drops were

16



1. Zipping-Depinning

Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic diagram of dissolving drop on microrings in the experiments. (b)
Setup to observe the dissolution process. The dissolving alcohol droplet immersed in water
was imaged from side and bottom views to extract data about both the contact diameter
and the contact angle. (c) Bottom view of microrings patterns with spacing of 50 µm.

extracted. The bottom view was taken with a confocal microscope (Nikon
A1+) in a transmission mode. In the measurements, we monitor the shape of
the droplet on the solid surface and the contact line of the droplet during the
dissolution process.

1.3 Experimental results

1.3.1 Pinning and depinning condition

The definitions of all the parameters and notations in this work are shown in
figure 1.2. θ is the real contact angle, measured with respect to the tangent
of the substrate, θ̄ is the apparent contact angle measured with respect to
the flat substrate. θr stands for receding contact angle and θ∗ for the contact
angle at the depinning condition, which is also the apparent contact angle at
the depinning condition. The drop is 1-pentanol and the surrounding phase is
water.

In the early stages, the drop dissolves in a stick-jump mode (see figure 1.3).
The jumps are triggered by the geometrical depinning condition shown in
figure 1.2. When the contact line encounters a defect, a transition to the con-
stant contact radius mode is observed. The drop will shrink by decreasing
both height and contact angle, while its footprint area remains constant (fig-
ure 1.2a). As the drop dissolves, the actual contact angle θ is larger than the
receding angle, θr, as shown in figure 1.2(a) (θ > θr). We note that the rela-
tive contact angles is measured with respect to the flat part of the substrate,
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the movement of the contact line across a smooth defect.The
drop shrinks towards the center on the left. Dark blue represents the bulk of the alcohol
droplet, while light blue represents the bulk of the water in which the drop is immersed (a)
Receding contact line (at a timet1) and pinned contact line (at a time t2). (b) Condition
for depinning (at a time t3). Where θ is the real contact angle, measured with respect to
the tangent of the substrate, θ̄ is the apparent contact angle measured with respect to the
flat substrate, the subindex ”r” stands for receding and the super index ”∗” indicates the
depinning condition. θ∗ is the contact angle at the new contact line.

i.e. the groove-free-surface. As the contact angle reaches a critical value, i.e.
depinning contact angle θ∗, the surface of the drop touches the other side of
the groove (figure 1.2(b)), creating a new contact line with a new effective
contact angle θ∗. The new contact angle θ∗ is much smaller than the receding
contact angle at that point (θ∗ << θr), causing the detachment of the contact
line from the ring. The full contact line depins from the ring ”at once” (jump
phase of the stick-jump mode), i.e. we cannot temporally resolve any spatial
variation of the jump in azimuthal direction. In this case the contact line
moves uniformly in the radial direction until it encounters a new groove and
becomes pinned again (see figure 1.2(a)). The main features of each phase in
the stick-jump mode are consistent with the depinning process of evaporative
drops on the ring micropatterns [6, 48].

1.3.2 Zipping-depinning mode and self-centering of dissolving drop

At the late stage of drop dissolution, we observed the new zipping-depinning
mode (ZD). An example is shown in figure 1.4. This mode is the result of the
movement of the contact line constrained by the concentric rings. During this
movement part of the contact line remains pinned to the ring while a section
of the contact line has already moved and pinned to the following ring. This
creates two fronts of the contact line between both rings (see figure 1.4(a)).
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1. Zipping-Depinning

Figure 1.3: Stick-jump mode. (a) Sketch of the stick-jump model. (b) Experimental side
and bottom view images of the drop in the stick-jump mode synchronized. Scale bar in
side view images: 150 µm. The distance between rings is 50 µm. Scale bar in bottow view
images: 500 µm.

These fronts recede in the azimuthal direction, following the rings, until the
entire contact line detaches from the outer ring. We refer to these fronts as
zipping-depinning fronts, ZDF. At t= 0s the contact line is fully in contact
with an outer ring. At t=0.2 s, the snapshots clearly show that only a part
of the contact line depins and pins at the following ring while the rest of the
contact line remains pinned at the outer ring. These fronts recede along the
rings and larger portion of the contact line zipped off at t=0.4s and t=0.6s.
Eventually, the two fronts meet each other and the entire contact line detaches
from the outer ring. We refer to this mode as the zipping-depinning (ZD) mode
and these fronts as zipping-depinning fronts, ZDF (see figure 1.4).

In practice, the drop is not always perfectly centered (imperfect centering of
the needle and wetting of the substrate). The off-centered drop unzips more
than one ring at the same time. This scenario is sketched in figure 1.5 (a) next
to an experimental example (b), where the receding fronts of the unzipping
contact line recede between two adjacent rings. In this process, the mass loss
during the dissolution of the drop leads to a slow (as compared to the stick-
jump mode) sequence of zipping-depinning-like movements along the bigger
diameter rings until the droplet self-centers, see figure 1.5 (b). We refer to this
process as self-centering process. The size of the droplets is large compared
to the spacing between the rings and the size of the grooves. So, in this case,
the relative change in volume associated with the movement of the zipping-
depinning fronts is relatively small. Moreover, the contact angle is larger than
that observed before depinning, implying smaller dissolution rates [2]. The
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Figure 1.4: Zipping-depinning model. (a) Scheme of zipping-depinning mode. (b) Snap-
shots of consecutive experimental pictures of the drop at four different times, revealing the
zipping depinning behavior with the azimuthal angle ϕ(t) between the ZDFs growing. (c) Il-
lustration of geometric model as two portions of spherical caps having the same the apex, but
with different radii. As the ZDFs advance, the angle ϕ(t) increases with a rate ω(t) = dϕ/dt.

movement of the contact line is much slower than that -as we shall see below-
observed in the case of the zipping-depinning during the later stages of the
dissolution process, see figure 1.5 (b).

1.3.3 Theoretical analysis of zipping-depinning mode

The contact angle θ̄ during the entire dissolution process is plotted as a func-
tion of time in Figure 1.6. The apparent depinning contact angle θ∗ before
each depinning was constant at the value of ≈ 12◦. Using this apparent de-
pinning contact angle of θ∗ ≈ 12◦, we calculate the angles θ̄2. Here θ̄2 is the
angle of the drop immediately after the jump.

We assume that the jumps are instantaneous and that the drop volume dur-
ing the jump is conserved. The drop volume immediately before the depinning
is then given by

V1
(
θ∗, r1

)
= πr3

1
3θ∗ sinθ∗ 2+cosθ∗

(1+cosθ∗)2 , (1.1)

where r1 is the radius of the patterned ring and θ∗ is the depinning contact
angle. Using the same expression we can calculate the contact angle θ̄2 corre-
sponding to a droplet with the same volume but with a radius r2. Here the
indices 1 and 2 correspond to the rings before and after the jump respectively.
From volume conservation V1 (θ∗, r1) = V2

(
θ̄2, r2

)
, we obtain
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1. Zipping-Depinning

Figure 1.5: (a) Illustration of the self-centering process. The mass loss from the drop
leads to zipping-depinning and hence to self-centering of the drop. The red arrows show
the typical azimuthal movement of the zipping-depinning fronts during the self-centering
process. (b) Experimental example of the self centering process shown in four bottom view
frames taken at intervals of 34.8 seconds.

Figure 1.6: Experimental data of the variation of the contact angle during the dissolution
of a drop on smooth concentric rings separated 50µm versus the radius R and versus the
volume V respectively. We also show the prediction based on the conservation of volume
during the jump as proposed by Debuisson et al. [6] (equation 1.2). The experimental data
and theoretical prediction agree well at the early stage of the droplet dissolution, but not
at later stages. The red and black dotted lines in the graphs are only guidelines to the eye
and show respectively the mismatch at later stages of dissolution and the constant apparent
depinning angle θ∗
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πr3
1

3θ∗ sinθ∗ 2+cosθ∗

(1+cosθ∗)2 = πr3
2

3θ̄2
sin θ̄2

2+cos θ̄2(
1+cos θ̄2

)2 . (1.2)

The predicted contact angles are plotted together with experimental data in
figure 1.6, showing good agreement for θ̄2 at the early stages up to the drop
radius of R ≈ 500 µm. However, in the later stage of the dissolution process,
θ̄2 turns out to be significantly smaller than the predictions. The transition
from ring to ring in the experiments takes more time than the theoretical
prediction. This significant discrepancy suggests that the stick-jump mode is
not accurate enough to account for the entire dissolution process. Below we
will develop a modified model to properly represent the dissolution during the
stick-jump and the zipping-depinning modes.

For the prediction of the contact angle θ̄2, it is important to properly un-
derstand the movement of the contact line during the depinning-pinning tran-
sition. The duration of the zipping-depinning was found experimentally to
vary from one ring to another. We determine the average angular velocity
ω = dc/tZD, where dc is the circumference of the ring and tZD the duration
of the zipping-depinning process. We found a decrease of the velocity of the
ZDF for decreasing ring radii. In figure 1.7 the experimental data is shown.
The scattering observed in the data is due to contamination and defects of the
surface that pin the ZDF between the rings.

The velocity of the ZDF is governed by the dissolution rate of the droplet.
In order to determine the velocity of the ZDF we consider a simple model for
the geometry droplet, see figure 1.4(c). The change of volume of the droplet
can easily be approximated using the expression for the volume of a spherical
cap, see figure 1.4(c).

By subtracting the volume integrals of the two sectors of spherical caps we
can determine the change in volume as a function of ϕ. First we integrate the
volume of the sectors for the two radii R1 and R2 as

Vi =
ˆ ϕ

0

ˆ √
R2

i −r2
i

Ri−h

ˆ √
2Ri−h2

0
rdϕdzdr = ϕ

(1
2

h2Ri − 1
6

h3
)

=: ϕVi(Ri,h).

(1.3)
Therefore the volume difference can be written as

VZD = V1 −V2 = ϕ
(
V(R1,h)−V(R2,h)

)
=: ϕ∆V(R1,R2,h). (1.4)
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1. Zipping-Depinning

R1, R2 and h are fixed for each pair of rings, which means that the change in
volume is proportional to the angle ϕ with a constant factor ∆V = ∆V(R1,R2,h).
We can write the time variation dependence of the volume associated with the
ZD as follows:

dVZD

dt
= ∆V dϕ

dt
= ∆Vω. (1.5)

The dissolution rate is dominated by the diffusion driven mass transfer through
the surroundings as studied before by several other authors [3, 44, 50, 51]. In
this work we calculate the diffusive dissolution of sessile drops as proposed by
Popov [3], using the following expression:

dR

dt
= − D∆c

2ρdR
f(θ̄)

[
2

2−3cos θ̄ +cos3 θ̄

]1/3

sin θ̄, (1.6)

where [3]

f(θ̄) = sin θ̄

1+cos θ̄
+4
ˆ ∞

0

1+cosh(2θ̄ϵ)
sinh(2πϵ)

tanh
[
(π − θ̄)ϵ

]
dϵ (1.7)

is the geometrical shape factor used to model the effect of the impenetra-
ble substrate and θ̄ is the macroscopic contact angle with respect to the flat
substrate.
Thus, by calculating the dissolution rate dV/dt of a droplet (equation 1.6) and
calculating ∆V from the known geometries as proposed in equation (1.4), we
can determine the angular velocity ω from equation 1.5. The predicted and
experimental values are shown in figure 1.7. We can see that the velocity of
the experimental point is always higher than the one predicted. This under-
estimation can be due to a considerable enhancement of the dissolution rate
that can be expected due to the curved geometry during the zipping-depinning
process [52], which has been ignored in our calculations. Additionally, it can
be influenced by the underestimation of the volume brought about by our
simple geometrical model. To counteract for this effects, in figure 6 we have
introduced a fitting parameter C, which is defined as

ω = C
1
V̄

dVZD

dt
, (1.8)
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Figure 1.7: Experimental measurements of the angular velocity compared to the predicted
values as obtained from eq. (8). A good fit is obtained for C=4. The C=1 and C=8 values
are also given for comparison.

to account for an increase of the effective dissolution rate. We assume that
the scatter of the experimental data is due to imperfections of the substrate,
showing occasional intermediate pinning points during the zipping-depinning
process.

In order to improve the predictions we calculate the mass loss during the
transition from ring to ring with the expressions above. We compute the
duration of the zipping-depinning process and evaluate the mass loss during
this time to calculate the new angle θ̄2. In figure 1.8 we represent the results of
the new calculations along with the experimental results, showing an improved
agreement with the data during the whole dissolution time of the droplet.

1.4 Conclusions

In summary, we study the dissolution of sessile microdroplets on substrates
patterned with concentric geometrical grooves. We report a novel zipping-
depinning mode that occurs at the late stage of the dissolution of a droplet
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1. Zipping-Depinning

Figure 1.8: Experimental results for the contact angle versus the radius of the drop versus
the radius R(a) and versus the volume V (b) and theoretical prediction done by taking into
account the volume loss during the jumps. A zoom highlights the difference between the
previous model of ref [1] and the one proposed here. The new model takes into account the
change in volume during each jump, describing the contact angle behavior during the whole
life time of the droplet.

located on concentric ring patterns. The zipping-depinning takes place at a
time scale one order of magnitude slower than the stick-jump mode. When
the change from the jumping to the zipping-depinning mode occurs is still an
open question. In particular one wonders whether it is a qualitative transition
between two fundamentally different modes, or whether the jumping mode is
a reminiscent of zipping-depinning, only occurring faster due to the change in
the relative scale of the grooves with respect to the droplet size. Resolving
this subject would require high-speed imaging during the experiments, which
goes beyond the scope of this paper. The study and understanding of the
zipping-depinning mode allows for the improvement of the existing techniques
to predict the contact angle hysteresis brought about by the underlying pat-
tern. We have also proved that the mode is controlled by the evaporative mass
loss during the jumps. The dynamics of the contact line is directly related to
the volume change and restricted by the geometry imposed by the pinning at
the concentric rings. With our model we can calculate the contact angles of
the drop for the entire duration of the dissolution by taking into account the
volume change during this novel zipping-depinning mode.
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Appendix
The micro fabrication process for the samples is described in ref [48] and is

displayed in figure 1.9. In order to form the micropatterned concentric ring
samples for the experiments two different kinds of substrates - commercial
Silicon wafers (Siltronix, France) and glass disks (Thermo Scientific, Germany)
are processed by photolithography as depicted in figure 1.9 (a) to (d) resulting
in a smooth profile showed on figure 1.9 (d). Figure 1.10 shows surface profiling
obtained by scanning electron and atomic force microscopy. The techniques
confirm smooth profile of the ring. The smooth profile SU-8 defects have a
height of ∼560 nm and a width of ∼5 µm – i.e. an aspect ratio of ∼10. The
RMS roughness of the SU-8 is ∼ 3 nm. The surfaces were fabricated in a
cleanroom.

Figure 1.9: (a) to (d) Scheme of the photo-lithography preparation process of the sub-
strates with concentric rings using the photoresist SU-8 as patterned substrate prepared on
top of confocal microscopy glass covers.
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1. Zipping-Depinning

Figure 1.10: Scanning electron and atomic force microscopy images of the lithographic
defect made using SU-8. (a) SEM of concentric circles. (b) SEM zoom. (c) 3D AFM image.
(d) Profile obtained using AFM.
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2
Continuous zipping-depinning: Drying drops on

engraved spirals †

We study the effect that Archimedean spiral patterns engraved on substrates
have on the evaporation of sessile drops. In our experiments a water sessile drop
evaporates into the atmosphere while sitting on the spiral pattern with its contact
line pinned on the spiraling grooves. We qualitatively and quantitatively explain
the effect of the patterns on the evaporation of the droplets and the motion of its
contact line. When the drop dries, the geometry of the spirals does not affect the
evaporation time but influences the three phase contact line. During the entire
process of evaporation, most of the contact line is pinned to the spiral groove while
the drop always conserves a geometry similar to a spherical cap. However, a small
portion of the contact line lies between consecutive grooves of the spiral and is free
to move over the flat part of the substrate. When the receding angle is reached,
this portion of the contact line, which we name zipping-depinning front, undergoes
a continuous displacement along the middle path confined by the pattern towards
the center of the spiral. This continuous displacement happens as a succession
of stable states driven by the drop evaporation. For a given evaporation rate,
the parameter s defining the shape of the spiral dictates the zipping-depinning
front velocity. Our results also show that this velocity is constant during the
whole droplet lifetime. Our findings provide a valuable approach for applications
in which controlling the drop evaporation and the drop contact line motion is
crucial as, e.g. in droplet-based diagnosis, or particle focusing.

†For submission as: Encarnación Escobar, J. M., Le The, H., Zhang, X., and Lohse, D.
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2. Spiral patterns

2.1 Introduction

The influence of wetting fundamentals [41] in natural and industrial processes
has drawn the attention of the scientific community for decades. Some of
the works in the wettability field were inspired by nature, such as the use of
patterned surfaces for water harvesting [53], anti-fogging [54] or self-cleaning
materials [7]. It is known that the morphology of sessile droplets is largely
determined by the physico-chemical properties of the substrates. The ge-
ometry of the surface structures strongly affects the dynamics of nucleation,
growth and evaporation of the droplet [50,52,55]. The geometry and chemical
composition of substrates can be designed to control contact angle hystere-
sis [27,28,56]; contact line dynamics [29] or spreading dynamics [42,57] among
others. Wetting research finds applications on very different scales, from large
catalytic reactors [58]; microfluidics [48, 59, 60], printing technology [61, 62];
nano-architecture [15, 16, 63]; droplet-based diagnostics [24] to anti-wetting
surfaces [64–66].

Concentric micro-rings engraved in the substrate simultaneously pin the en-
tire contact line while the drop remains with the energetically optimal spher-
ical cap shape and therefore present an interesting case of extremely strong
pinning effect. These ring structures have been reported to be very effective
in stabilizing droplets against mechanical perturbations [24] which is of in-
terest e.g. for analytical and clinical diagnostic screening [24, 46] or particle
focusing [48].

During the evaporation of sessile drops, various drying modes have been
observed, depending on the wettability of the substrate and motion freedom
of the contact line. These modes include constant contact angle (CA), con-
stant contact radius (CR), stick-slide mode and stick-jump mode [34–37]. In
addition to the control of the contact angle hysteresis using concentric rings
patterns [6, 37, 49], the work about particle focusing by Debuisson et al [48].
showed that the behavior of the drop contact line on engraved spirals was
smooth and continuous, giving rise to a good particle focusing probability.

In previous work we showed a transitional diffusion-controlled behavior,
namely zipping-depinning of sessile droplets that shrink on patterned con-
centric rings. The zipping-depinning behavior takes place between the stick
and jump processes and is a result of intermediate metastable states [67].

In the present work we want to suppress the jump of the contact line from
one ring to the other and thus study the behavior of drying drops on sub-
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strates with engraved spirals. We observed the continuous zipping-depinning
evaporation mode and characterized the evolution of the drop contact line.

But before we do so, we introduce some expressions related to the physics
of drying droplets that are key to the analysis of our system. In absence of
external convective mass transfer, the drying process of droplets is controlled
by diffusion. When a droplet dries in the CA mode and its evaporation is
controlled by diffusion, the radius decrease is proportional to the square root
of time [68,69]. It has been shown that for angles smaller than 90◦, assuming
that the diffusion process is quasi-stationary and that the temperature of the
drop and surrounding air is homogeneous, the radius evolution can be written
as

R(t) ∼
√

j0(tf − t) (2.1)

where j0 ∼ D(cS − c∞)/ρl is evaporation parameter, cs is the saturation con-
centration of liquid in the surrounding gas, c∞ the concentration far away
from the drop, and ρl the density of the droplet liquid [4]. The evaporation
parameter calculated as j0 = D(cS − c∞)/ρl gives a good approximation as-
suming spherical droplets, quasi-stationary diffusion process and homogeneous
temperature.However, for sessile drops, the three phase contact angle θ < 90◦

produces a divergence, affecting the local evaporative flux j = j0/R at the drop
edge close to the contact line and no exact power law is expected [2, 3]. In
our case we will consider j0 = fD(cS − c∞)/ρl with f a fitting parameter to
account for the evaporative cooling, the geometry forces by the spirals and the
divergence of the evaporative flux due to the contact angle.

The volume loss of a sessile drop drying in the CCA mode can be calculated
as function of time as

V (t) = 1
6

πf(θ)R3(t), (2.2)

where

f(θ) = 31− cos(θ)
sin(θ)

+
(

1− cos(θ)
sin(θ)

)3

(2.3)

is a shape factor that depends on the contact angle of the drop assuming
spherical cap shape.
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2. Spiral patterns

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 1. Experimental methods

All experiments where performed on substrates patterned with Archimedean
spirals grooves. The Archimedean spiral is characterized for a constant step s.
It is defined as the locus of locations over time of a point that moves away from
the spiral center with a constant speed while rotating with constant angular
velocity. On an Archimedean spiral, the number of turns in radians ϕ of a
point which has traveled a radial distance from the center R can be expressed
as

ϕ(R) = 2π

s
R, (2.4)

where s is the step of the spiral (radial distance between grooves) as shown
in figure 2.1(b). In figure 2.3(a) we show a top view of one of the substrates
employed in our experiments.

Figure 2.1: a) Schematic drawing showing a spiral and its middle path as well as the
radius R defined from center of the spiral to the point P . b) Spiral coordinates used being
s the spiral step and ϕ the azimuthal coordinate defined for each spiral as ϕ(R) = 2πR/s.
c) Experimental top view during dissolution in the zipping-depinning mode (scale bar 100
µm). The green star shows the point P of the zipping-depinning front along the spiral’s
middle path. The white square shows area detailed in d) where the point P is marked with
a yellow star, the actual spiral groove is highlighted with a white continuous line and the
spiral’s middle path is marked with a green dashed line.

2. Experimental setup for drop morphology characterization

For each of our experiments we placed a droplet of water from a Milli-Q sys-
tem (18.2 MΩcm) on top of one of the spirals engraved on our substrate. In
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figure 2.3(a) we show the scheme of the section of one of these spiral patterns
and their dimensions. After the deposition we let the drop dry into the atmo-
sphere. We performed these experiments in two different setups: We imaged
the drops from a top view to track the motion of the contact line. Figure 2.2(a)
shows a scheme of the reflection microscope used and figure 2.2(b) an example
of the images taken by this setup. In figure 2.2 (c) and d we show the setup
employed for contact angle and volume measurements. A schematic of the
system used (OCA15EC from dataphysics) is shown in figure 2.2(c) and an
experimental snapshot taken with this setup is shown in figure 2.2(d).

Figure 2.2: a) Schematic setup for top view of a drying drop on a spiral substrate (2)
taken with a reflection microscope (1). b) Experimental top view during dissolution in the
zipping-depinning mode (scale bar 100 µm). c) Schematic drawing of side view taken using
diffuse light source (1) and a long distance microscope (3). d) Experimental side view of
drying droplet on spiral (scale bar 200 µm).

3. Analysis of the experimental results

The analysis of the results of the side view images was done by fitting a circle
to the drop surface at every frame and extracting the contact angle formed
at the contact point. The volume of the drop was calculated by assuming
revolution symmetry.

For the analysis of the contact line motion from the top view we tracked the
center point P of the zipping-depinning front shown in green in figure 2.1(a and
c), and in yellow in the zoomed detail in figure 2.1(d). For the tracking of point
P we first recognized the spiral groove on the substrate (see white continuous
line in figure 2.1(d) and later we traced the spiral that travels through the
center points of the engraved spiral (green broken line in figure 2.1(d).

This spiral through the centers provides a one dimension coordinate system
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to describe the motion of the zipping-depinning front restricted by the grooves
to move along the center spiral. This system allows us to describe the two di-
mensional motion of the zipping-depinning front choosing only one coordinate.
Either the radius R or the turns ϕ which are connected by the geometrical
definition of the Archimedean spiral (equation 2.4) as shown in figure 2.1(a).

As common for the analysis of drying drops, we describe the phenomena
over the time (tf -t) before the total evaporation of the drop tf .

4. Fabrication of the substrates

Figure 2.3(c) shows the fabrication process of the patterned substrates. Con-
ventional (100) 4-inch silicon (Si) wafers (525 �m thick, Okmetic, Finland)
were cleaned before the patterning of SU-8 structures. In details, Si-wafers
were immersed in a 99% nitric acid (HNO3) solution for 5 min. Subsequently,
they were rinsed with deionized (DI) water using a quick dump rinser, and
spin-dried. A SU-8 (SU-8 5 Microchem Corp., USA) layer of approximately 4.5
µm was spin-coated over the Si wafer surface, followed by baking on a hotplate
at 95℃ for 5 min. A photo-mask made of quartz containing Cr Archimedean-
spirals with different channel widths and steps was fabricated in-house using
a mask-making system (DWL 2000 Laser Lithography System, Heidelberg In-
struments, Germany). The exposure process was conducted by using a mask
alignment system (EVG620, EV Group, Austria) for 25 s at an intensity of 12
mW/cm−2, and in the hard contact mode. Thereafter, the wafers were post-
baked on a hot-plate at 80◦C for 3 min, followed by developing in the SU-8
developer for 5 min, and rinsing with de-ionized (DI) water to complete the
fabrication of the SU-8 spiral structures. In figure 2.3(b) a detail image taken
using SEM of the geometry of one of the grooves is shown and in figure 2.3(a)
we show a top view image of the substrate taken using reflection microscopy.
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Figure 2.3: a) Reflection microscope top view image of substrate with engraved spiral.
Scheme of substrate profile and definition of the variables of different spirals used: width
of channel w and spiral step s. b) SEM image of SU-8 groove profile on a substrate with
chanel width w=5 µm and step s=100 µm. c) Simplified steps of photo-lithography used for
fabrication of the substrates.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 1. Evaporation in the constant contact angle mode

Figure 2.4 shows representative snapshots of some experiments at equal times
(tf -t) indicated at the top of each column. In row a we show snapshots
from a side view of an experiment performed on a spiral pattern with channel
width w = 5 µm and spiral step s = 100 µm. In the rows b, c, and d of
figure 2.4 we show top view snapshots of three different experiments that take
place in spirals with w=5 µm and with s=200 µm, s=100 µm, and s=500
µm respectively. As can be seen in figure 2.4, in all our experiments the
contact angle remained constant for almost the entire life of the drop, only
decreasing in the last stage of the evaporation. This changes in the last stage
are frequently observed and for slow evaporating liquids as water this is a
negligible part of the drop’s life [4].

We performed experiments with different spiral steps s=200 µm, s=100 µm,
and s=500 µm and also with different groove widths w=2 µm, and w=5 µm.
However, between the experiments done using different groove widths we did
not find fundamental differences in contact angles or evaporation times. In
fact the contact angle was the same for every spiral. That we can not control
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Figure 2.4: Figure with snapshots for different experiments in each row, taken at different
times (tf − t) in each column with water droplets drying on engraved spirals. a) Side view of
an experiment taken on a spiral with w=5 µm and s=100 µm. The position of the channels
along the diameter perpendicular to the view are shown with white dots. b) Top view of an
experiment done on a spiral with w=5 µm and s=200 µm. c) Top view of an experiment
done on a spiral with w=5 µm and s=100 µm. d) Top view of an experiment done on a
spiral with w=5 µm and s=50 µm. All the scale bars correspond to 500 µm.

contact angle in our experiments by changing the groove geometry is not
trivial as in other publications it has been shown that varying the geometry
of the grooves, e.g. on concentric rings patterns one can tune the effective
contact angle [6, 49, 67]. However, our experimental results suggest that this
tunning of the contact angles with the groove shape does not hold for spiral
patterns, at least in the range of our experiments from w=2 µm to w=5
µm. The differences between concentric rings and spiral patterns is due to
the zipping-depinning front. While for concentric rings all the contact line
is pinned simultaneously at the grooves and the pinning of the contact line
forces very low depinning contact angles, on the spiral a portion of the contact
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line is free from the grooves, i.e. the zipping-depinning front, and thus free to
recede. The zipping-depinning front motion is only restricted by the receding
contact angle on the flat substrate, and otherwise free to reach the optimal
drop shape in terms of surface energy per liquid volume.

In figure 2.5 we show the time evolution of the contact angle and the dis-
tance between the center of the spiral and the right and left contact points as
sketched in figure 2.6. The variations of the contact angle around the reced-
ing angle value, are related to the asymmetry introduced by the spirals and
the zipping-depinning front, and occur in synchronization with the changes in
distance of the contact points (this is indicated in figure 2.5 by the broken
lines). This is of course due to the fact that the side view only offers one angle
of perspective while the zipping-depinning front is moving around the spiral
center smoothly changing the drop’s geometry as we show in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: Behavior of the right and left contact angles of the droplet in time as seen
from the side view and the behavior of the right and left contact points in time.

Figure 2.6 shows a detail from the experimental data shown in figure 2.5
together with schematic drawings to illustrate the connection between the
variations in right and left angles and radii observed and the side view per-
spective. It can be seen hat the right and left angle become smaller when the
center point P of the zipping dewetting front crosses perpendicularly the side
view diameter, specially in the flank in where the point P moves. This makes
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the changes in contact angle synchronize with the changes in radius as we can
see in the figure 2.5 and 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Detail of the right and left contact angles of the droplet in time as seen
from the side view and the behavior of the right and left contact points in time. Detailed
schematic drawings of the corresponding turn shown in the graphs. The eye symbol shows
the side view perspective.

In figure 2.7 we show the volume evolution extracted from the side views
of various experiments with different pattern geometries considering revolu-
tion symmetry. The volume vs time evolution of all the drops is the same,
as expected for droplets of the same liquid and evaporating under the same
atmospheric conditions. The volume shows some steps which are not physical
but an artifact produced by considering the revolution symmetry while the ac-
tual geometry of the drops on the spirals is not exactly a spherical cap. This
steps are obviously connected to the changes in contact angle as seen from a
fixed side view as commented immediately before, see figure 2.6. Despite this
contact angle variations and the noise that they bring to the volume measure-
ment, the general volume evolution can be calculated, using a combination
of equations 2.1, 2.3, and 2.2, considering the drop shape as a spherical cap.
In the graph we show (with a broken black line) the theoretical calculation
(equations 2.2 and 2.3) considering contact angle θ=45◦, diffusion coefficient
for water in air at 23◦C, D=24.6×10−6 m2/s, water density ρl=997.76 kg/m3,
relative humidity H=0.3 of the atmosphere around the drop, saturation con-
centration of water in air cs=2.08×10−2 kg/m3 and concentration far away
from the drop c∞=csH and with a fitting parameter of order one f=1.12 to
account for the influence on evaporation of nontrivial phenomena as the ther-
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mal effects of the phase change or the asymmetrical geometry of the drop. The
values of the material properties used here were obtained by linear interpola-
tion from literature [70]. These results confirm that the behavior expected for
a spherical cap shaped droplet V∼ (tf -t)3/2 holds for droplets evaporating on
spiral patterns with the geometries tried in this work.
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Figure 2.7: Experimental droplet volume extracted considering revolution symmetry and
using the instantaneous average between right and left contact angles. Different experiments
are shown with the dimensions for the width of the groove w and the step of the spiral s
indicated in the legend as w, s. The black broken line shows the theoretical calculation
(equations 2.2 and 2.3) for the volume considering θ=45◦, T=23◦ C, D=24.6×10−6 m2/s,
ρl=997.76 kg/m3, H=0.3, and cs=2.08×10−2 kg/m3 and with a fitting parameter of order
one f=1.12 to account for the influence on evaporation of phenomena as thermal or non
symmetrical geometry effect.

2.3.2 Zipping-depinning: motion of the zipping-depinning front

For possible applications, e.g. particle focusing [48], the control and under-
standing of the movement of the contact line and zipping-depinning front is
the most interesting feature from these experiments. The portion of the con-
tact line that is not pinned to the grooves is what we name zipping-depinning
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2. Spiral patterns

front. The zipping-depinning front recedes with relative freedom following the
center spiral during the drop’s evaporation and takes different shapes depend-
ing on the step s of the spiral. In order to minimize the surface energy, the
zipping dewetting front connects the two ends of the pinned portion of the
contact line adopting the optimal curvature resulting on a drop shape similar
to a spherical cap (see figure 2.4). In figure 2.8 we show measurements of the
position of the zipping-depinning front center point (the number of turns in
radians ϕ as defined in figure 2.1(b)) as function of the time tf -t.

For the theoretical calculations of the number of turns ϕ we have used the
volume variation previously calculated for all the experiments, as shown in
figure 2.7 in combination with equation 2.4. The calculation of the time evo-
lution of the number of turns ϕ for each corresponding spiral step s, namely
s = 50µm, s = 100µm, and s = 200µm is shown in figure 2.8 in combina-
tion with the experimental data. We note the good agreement between the
theoretical calculations and the experimental results. The robustness of the
system is evidenced by two pinning events indicated with a black arrow in
figure 2.8. This steps result from two pinning events of the zipping-depinning
front in some inhomogeneity of the substrate. Once the energy barrier offered
by the pinning point is overcome, the system returns to the position that it
would have reached by that time without the pinning point. This is in good
agreement with the findings discussed in our previous work [67] that zipping-
depinning is a quasi-static process driving the geometry of the drop through
energy optimums.

In figure 2.9 we show the time evolution of the radius for different experi-
ments, conducted in the various types of spirals used in this work. As pre-
viously in figure 2.8, here other and more severe pinning events are shown
with the same effect: The pinning defect held the zipping dewetting point for
approximately five minutes and again after depinning the zipping dewetting
point traveled fast to its optimum position.

The finding that all droplets evaporation curves collapse in one universal
curve indicates that our spirals do not affect the radius behavior. Thus, for
a fixed liquid, fixed atmospheric conditions and fixed substrate material, the
velocity of the zipping-depinning front v can be easily controlled by tuning
the spiral step s. In fact, we can calculate the angular velocity of the zipping-
depinning front ω as

ω = dϕ

dτ
= 2π

s

dR

dτ
(2.5)
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Figure 2.8: Experimental position ϕ of the zipping dewetting front versus time. Different
experiments are shown with the dimensions for the width of the groove w and the step of
the spiral s indicated in the legend as w, s. The black broken line shows the theoretical
calculation for ϕ considering the volume evolution from equations 2.2 and 2.3 shown in
figure 2.7 and the three different spiral steps s used.

and from equation 2.1 we can write

dR

dτ
∼ j0

2
√

j0τ
. (2.6)

The linear velocity v of the zipping-depinning front can be calculated as

v = Rω, (2.7)

and from equations 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 the resulting linear velocity can be written
as

v ∼ j0π

s
. (2.8)

Thus the linear velocity v of the zipping-depinning front is constant dur-
ing the whole drop life as the time dependences of R ∼ τ1/2 and dϕ/dt ∼
τ−1/2cancel. It is only controlled controlled by the evaporation properties of
the liquid j0 and the spiral step s. For our calculations and experiments the
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Figure 2.9: Experimental position R of the zipping dewetting front versus time. Different
experiments are shown with the dimensions for the width of the groove w and the step of
the spiral s indicated in the legend as w, s. The black broken line shows the theoretical
calculation for ϕ considering the volume evolution from equations 2.2 and 2.3 shown in
figure 2.7.

velocities are v50 = 60.42 µm/s, v100 = 30.21 µm/s, and v200 = 15.11 µm/s
respectively for the spirals with steps s = 50 µm/s, s = 100 µm/s, and s =
200 µm/s.

2.4 Conclusions and outlook

In this paper we have investigated the behavior of sessile droplets drying on
top of substrates patterned with spiraling grooves. Our results show that the
evaporation rate of the droplet is minimally affected by the spiral patterns.
The equations that describe the physics for sessile droplets evaporating in the
constant contact angle mode on flat substrates describe also the change in
volume and radius of the drop when sitting on our spiral patterns and give
us an universal curve for the variation of the drop radius with time R(t).
However, the strong pinning at the spiral grooves only allows a small part of
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the contact line (the zipping-depinning front) to move. This front thus dewets
once the receding contact angle is reached, as it would be for a drop on a
flat substrate but forced to perform spiraling turns around the center of the
pattern.

We show how variations on the groove profile do not affect the evaporation
of the droplet and how by tunning the spacing between grooves, i.e. the step
s of the spiral we can control the velocity of the zipping-depinning front which
is constant at the time scale of the experiments. This results show that one
can reach very high dewetting velocities by tunning the spiral step parameter
s.

Our findings show that zipping-depinning occurs as a succession of equilib-
rium states that result from surface energy minimization. This makes the
system remarkably robust against pinning at defects of the substrate. The
zipping-depinning front catches up to the position it would have reached ac-
cording to its velocity v even after minutes pinned at a defect. The findings
in this work may be important for applications such as particle-focusing, or
droplet-based diagnostics.
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3
Morphology of evaporating sessile microdroplets

on lyophilic elliptical patches †

The evaporation of droplets occurs in a large variety of natural and technological
processes such as medical diagnostics, agriculture, food industry, printing, and
catalytic reactions. We study the different droplet morphologies adopted by an
evaporating droplet on a surface with an elliptical patch with a different contact
angle. We perform experiments to observe these morphologies and use numer-
ical calculations to predict the effect of the patched surfaces. We observe that
tuning the geometry of the patches offers control over the shape of the droplet.
In the experiments, the drops of various volumes are placed on elliptical chemical
patches of different aspect ratios and imaged in 3D using laser scanning confo-
cal microscopy, extracting the droplet’s shape. In the corresponding numerical
simulations, we minimize the interfacial free energy of the droplet, employing Sur-
face Evolver. The numerical results are in good qualitative agreement with our
experimental data and can be used for the design of micro-patterned structures,
potentially suggesting or excluding certain morphologies for particular applications.
However, the experimental results show the effects of pinning and contact angle
hysteresis, which are obviously absent in the numerical energy minimization. The
work culminates with a morphology diagram in the aspect ratio vs relative volume
parameter space, comparing the predictions with the measurements.

†Published as: Encarnación Escobar, J. M., García-González, D., Dević, I., Zhang, X.,
and Lohse, D., Langmuir 35 (6), 2099-2105 (2019)
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3. Elliptical patches

3.1 Introduction

The use of patterned surfaces to control the behavior of liquid drops is not
only a recurrent phenomenon in nature, but it is also useful in various in-
dustrial and scientific applications. For instance, the observation of nature
inspired the use of patterned surfaces for water harvesting applications [53]
as well as the fabrication of anti-fogging [54] and self-cleaning materials [7].
The geometry of droplets and the substrates in which they lay can affect their
adhesion, as can their evaporation and other important properties [50,52,55].
The interest in wetting motivated by applications covers a wide range of scales
and backgrounds from microfluidics [48, 59, 60] to catalytic reactors [58], in-
cluding advanced printing techniques [61, 62]; improved heat transfer [13, 71];
nano-architecture [15, 16, 63]; droplet-based diagnostics [24] or anti-wetting
surfaces [64–66]. Aside from all the practical significance, we have to add
the interest on wetting fundamentals [41], including contact angle hysteresis
and dynamics [27, 28, 56]; contact line dynamics [29]; nanobubbles and nan-
odroplets [32,33,35]; spreading dynamics [42,57]; and complex surfaces [72,73].

Due to the complexity of the field, most previous studies have restricted
themselves to considering geometries with constant curvature as straight stripes
or constant curvature geometries, namely circumferences. In this work we will
study the behavior of evaporating drops on lyophobized substrates that have
lyophilic elliptical patches. The elliptical shape for the patches is chosen as
a transitional case between a circular patch [74] and a single stripe [75–78],
having the uniqueness of a perimeter with non-constant curvature. When a
drop is placed on a homogeneous substrate, the minimization of surface energy
leads to a spherical cap shape. This is traditionally described by the Young-
Laplace, Wenzel, or, for pillars or patterns with length scales much smaller
than the drop, Cassie-Baxter relations [79–82], which reasonably apply to ho-
mogeneous substrates or substrates with sufficiently small and homogeneously
distributed heterogeneities [9, 83,84], which are not the focus of this study.

Our previous work [85] based on Surface Evolver and Monte Carlo calcu-
lations showed that, when a droplet rests on an elliptical patch, four distin-
guishable morphologies are found, depending on the volume of the drop and
the aspect ratio of the patch. These morphologies were termed [85] A, B, C
and D, see figure 3.1. When a large enough droplet evaporates on an elliptical
patch, the first morphology found is D. In this case, the droplet completely
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of the morphologies of a droplet as seen from the top as expected from
the calculations by Dević et al. [85]

wets the ellipse with a part of its contact line outside the ellipse and the rest
pinned to the contour of the patch. After a certain volume loss, the droplet
adopts either morphology B or C - depending on the geometry of the patch. In
morphology B, a part of the droplet’s contact line remains outside the patch
while the rest is already inside the patch. In contrast, the contact line of a
droplet adopting morphology C follows the perimeter of the ellipse. The final
morphology to be found for evaporating drops is morphology A, characterized
by a part of its contact line following the perimeter of the ellipse and the rest
of the contact line laying inside it.

3.2 Methods

In this paper we perform corresponding experiments and numerical simula-
tions, performed again with Surface Evolver using the experimental param-
eters. Both the experiments and the calculations are performed for Bond
numbers below unity to avoid the effects of gravity. Moreover, the experi-
ments are performed at room temperature with a relative humidity of 38±2%
in a closed and controlled environment, ensuring that the evaporation driven
volume change is slow enough so that the droplets evolve in quasi-static equi-
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3. Elliptical patches

Figure 3.2: Left: Coordinate system employed in this paper. θ1 and θ2 are, respectively,
the Young’s angles of the lyophobic (white) and lyophilic (red) regions. R(ϕ) is the distance
from the center of the ellipse to the contact line of the droplet (blue), and a and b are the
major and minor axis respectively. S indicates the vertical section. Right: Experimental
results: Top view images taken during the evaporation of various droplets on ellipses with
different sizes and aspect ratios, the red contours represent the elliptical patches on the
surface. A) Morphology A, droplet on an ellipse of aspect ratio b/a=0.61 and semi-major
axis a=512±16µm. B) Morphology B, droplet on an ellipse of aspect ratio b/a=0.43 and
semi-major axis a=392±20µm. C) Morphology C, droplet on an ellipse of aspect ratio
b/a=0.98 and semi-major axis a=410±20µm. D) Morphology D, droplet on an ellipse of
aspect ratio b/a=0.69 and semi-major axis a=411±20µm.
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librium. The effects of humidity, evaporative cooling, and evaporation driven
flows do not have any important effects. However, for heated or cooled sub-
strates or more volatile liquids this situation may change. Unlike the gravi-
tational and evaporative effects, the effects of the inhomogeneities of the sub-
strate —like pinning and contact angle hysteresis— are unavoidable in our
experiments while they are absent from the Surface Evolver calculations.

3.2.1 Preparation of substrates with lyophilic elliptical patches

The patched substrates were prepared via photolithography followed by chem-
ical vapor deposition (CVD) of a mono layer of trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS).
The 100×100 mm2 chromium on glass photo-mask used was designed with an
array of ellipses of aspect ratios varying from 0.3 to 1 and sizes varying from
a=320 µm to b=2500 µm, see figure 3.3(a), and fabricated in the MESA+
Institute clean room facilities of the University of Twente, using laser writing
technology. The substrates were glass slides (20 × 60 mm2) of 170 µm thick-
ness, which is optimal for confocal microscopy. The photolithography steps of
the fabrication, outlined in figure 3.3(b), were performed in a cleanroom envi-
ronment. First, the substrates were pre-cleaned in a nitric acid bath (NOH3,
purity 99%) followed by water rinsing and nitrogen drying. Subsequently, we
dehydrated the substrate (120◦C, 5 min). After dehydration, we spin-coated
the photoresist (Olin OiR, 17 µm), pre-baked it (95◦ C, 90 s) and proceeded
with the alignment of the photomask and UV irradiation (4 s, 12 mW/cm2).
Once the photoresist was cured, we developed and post-baked it (120◦C, 10
min). Finally, the substrates were taken outside the clean-room environment
for the CVD ( 2 h, 0.1 MPa) of a TMCS monolayer (Sigma Aldrich, purity
≥ 99%) to lyophobize the exterior of the ellipses. The photoresist was later
stripped away by rinsing the substrates with acetone, cleaned with isopropanol
and dried using pressurized nitrogen.

3.2.2 Experimental data acquisition and analysis

For all the measurements, we used droplets of ultrapure (Milli-Q) water dyed
with Rhodamine 6G at a concentration of 0.2 µg/ml. The droplet was de-
posited covering the lyophilic patch and imaged by laser scanning confocal
microscopy (LSCM) in three dimensions during the evaporation process. Af-
ter deposition of the droplet, the substrate was covered to avoid external
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Figure 3.3: a) Array of ellipses of aspect ratios varying from 0.3 to 1 and sizes varying
from a=320 µm to b=2500 µm fabricated on the photomask. b) Simplified steps of the
substrates’ fabrication in the order indicated by the numbers.

perturbations.
In figure 3.4, we show four examples of three-dimensional reconstructions of

a stack of scans with increasing heights taken under LSCM. For each scan,
we detected the surface of the drop using a threshold algorithm, allowing for
the three-dimensional reconstruction of the drop. Using this data we calculate
the local contact angle at every point detected on the contact line. For the
measurement of the contact angle θ, we extract the height profile along the
contact line. This can be achieved, as sketched in figure 3.2, by identifying
the tangent to each point of the contact line at an angle ϕ and finding the
points belonging simultaneously to its normal plane S and to the surface of
the droplet.

We extracted three-dimensional images of evaporating water droplets using
LSCM. From the three-dimensional data we measured the local contact angle
along the three-phase contact line through the azimuthal angle ϕ. Figure 3.2,
right, shows top views of various evaporating droplets as examples of each of
the morphologies introduced previously. The lyophilic elliptical islands of the
substrate are highlighted by red curves.

We adopted a cylindrical coordinate system with its origin at the center of
the ellipse. The polar axis was fixed to be in the direction of one of the major
semi-axes a as shown in figure 3.2 (left). We set the large semi-axis (a) of the
ellipse as the characteristic length scale for this system and the aspect ratio of
the ellipses b/a to characterize the geometry of the patch. The relative volume
of the droplets is normalized as V/a3.
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Figure 3.4: Three-dimensional reconstruction of the shape extracted from the LSCM data
collected for four different droplets adopting morphologies A, B, C and D respectively as
performed for the extraction of the contact angle along the contact line with the shape of
the elliptical patch, highlighted in red lines. Repeatability is subjected to the initial position
of the droplet and pinning of the contact line which can affect the symmetry of the shape as
well as delay the transition between phases as compared to the predictions. In figure 3.6 all
the morphologies observed during the experiments are shown.
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3.2.3 Calculations

We compute the surface energy minimization using Surface Evolver, a free
software package used for minimization of the interfacial free energy devel-
oped by Brakke [86], to extract the droplet’s shape and local contact angle
as in the previous work by Ref. [85]. An initial shape of the droplet and the
characteristic interfacial tensions of the surfaces are given to Surface Evolver
as an input. The software minimizes the surface energy by an energy gradi-
ent descent method. Since hysteresis is not captured by our simulations, we
compared each group of experimental results with two different calculations:
one considering the receding contact angles for the two regions, and the other
considering the advancing contact angle for the lyophilic part.

To perform the calculations, we measured the contact angles of both the
lyophilic and lyophobic parts of our patches. To do this, we treated two sep-
arated substrates homogeneously in the same manner as in these two regions.
We measured the advancing and receding contact angles on both substrates.
Respectively for the lyophobic (subscript 1) and lyophilic surfaces (subscript
2), the advancing contact angles measured were θa1 = 85±3◦ and θa2 = 33±4◦,
and the receding contact angles were θr1 = 49 ± 3◦ and θr2 = 15 ± 4◦. During
the experiments, we observed variations between 5% and 10% of the contact
angle due to occasional pinning events.

3.3 Results

In this section, we present the results of our experiments and the Surface
Evolver calculations for each of the observed morphologies. In Figure 3.5,
each row presents one of the morphologies shown previously in Figure 3.4.
For each morphology, we show the normalized footprint radii R/a next to the
local contact angles θ, both along the azimuthal coordinate ϕ. In each of the
plots we overlay experimental and computational results. The red and blue
markers represent the calculations done considering the lyophilic contact angle
θ2 = 33◦ and θ2 = 15◦, respectively. In the plots of the normalized footprint
radii we plot the position of the patch contour (black curve).

To follow the chronological sequence of our evaporating experiments, we
present the results starting from morphology D (largest droplet volume) and
finishing with morphology A (smallest droplet volume). Finally, in figure 3.6
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we present the morphology diagrams predicted by the Surface Evolver calcula-
tions (colored areas) and compare those with the results of all our experiments
(colored markers).

3.3.1 Morphology type D

In figure 3.5 (a and b), we can see an example of an experiment in which
morphology D was found. The normalized footprint radius R/a and the con-
tact angle are plotted along the azimuthal coordinate. From the figure, we
observe reasonable agreement between Surface Evolver calculations and ex-
periments. However, the existence of inhomogeneities introduces pinning and
hence, a delay in the movement of the contact line. This delay translates into
an experimental radius larger than that predicted by the Surface Evolver cal-
culations. Despite this mismatch of the contact line, consequence of individual
pinning events of the contact line, we obtain reasonable agreement with the
contact angle calculations.

3.3.2 Morphology type C

Morphology C appeared for ellipses of higher aspect ratio b/a as compared
to morphology B. Additionally, when evaporating, the drop reaches morphol-
ogy C always through morphology D, implying that any pinning event of the
contact line outside the ellipse prevents morphology C. Indeed, the transition
from morphology D to C was always found in a later stage of evaporation than
predicted by theory, i.e., for lower volumes (see figure 3.6 (b)).

In figure 3.5 (c and d), we show a droplet of volume V/a3=0.37 placed on
a high aspect ratio ellipse (b/a=0.98). The results of the calculations predict
morphology C and contact angles between the receding and the advancing
ones. The contact angle and the contact line show always good agreement
with the Surface Evolver calculations. This is expected as it is the closer case
to the trivial spherical cap shape.

3.3.3 Morphology type B

The experimental data shown in figure 3.5 (e and f), are particularly interesting
as this case presents a strong asymmetry in the radius caused by a sharp
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pinning point which can be identified at ϕ ≈ 120◦ (indicated by an arrow
in figure 3.5 (e)). Unlike the radius, the contact angle shows a symmetric
behavior. We found that pinning leads to an asymmetric behavior in this
morphology for all our experiments but, besides the asymmetry forced by
pinning, the experiments agree with the Surface Evolver calculations. The
good match for the angle can be explained considering that the contact angle
at every point of the contact line –far enough from the ellipse contour– is
dictated by the chemistry of the surrounding substrate.

3.3.4 Morphology type A

The experimental results showed morphology type A as predicted by the cal-
culations for θ2 = 15◦, with a part of the contact line pinned at the boundaries
of the ellipse and the rest of the contact line inside the ellipse. Note that, in
the calculations for the higher receding contact angle (θ2 = 33◦), the results
predict a spherical cap shape with radius R < b. However, our results for the
contact angle were not in good agreement with either of the Surface Evolver
calculations, but rather an intermediate state between them, subjected to the
irregularities of the edge (see figure 3.5 (g and h). This can be due to im-
perfections of the coating in the edges of the ellipse. The high portion of the
contact line that remains pinned at the boundary between the lyophilic and
the lyophobic parts appeared to be very sensitive to the quality of the patch
rim.

3.3.5 Morphology diagrams

Figure 3.6 presents two morphology diagrams showing all the morphological
regions and transitions predicted by the Surface Evolver calculations (as color
shaded areas), together with the experimental results (colored markers). In
this figure, morphology E is added, to illustrate the transition to the case
in which the ellipse does not have an effect, as in that case the droplet is
smaller than the ellipse minor axis. Using the receding contact angle for
the calculations (see figure 3.6(a)) is, in principle, the most logical method
for calculating the shape of evaporating droplets. However, the experimental
results show a behavior that falls between the results calculated for both limits
of contact angle hysteresis.
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Figure 3.5: Normalized footprint radius R/a and contact angle θ along the azimuthal
coordinate ϕ (as defined in figure 3.2). Experimental results for the four different mor-
phologies (green). From top to bottom; morphology D (V/a3 = 0.40, b/a = 0.69, and
a = 411 ± 20 µm); morphology C (V/a3 = 0.37, b/a = 0.98, and a = 410 ± 20 µm); morphol-
ogy B (V/a3 = 0.30, b/a = 0.43, and a = 392 ± 20 µm); and morphology A (V/a3 = 0.08,
b/a = 0.60, and a = 512 ± 16 µm). Results of the numerical simulations considering the
lyophilic contact angles θ2 = 15◦ (blue) and θ2 = 33◦ (red). The black curve in the radius
plot shows the contour of the elliptical patch.
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In fact, for the first transitions (from morphology D to B and to C), the
calculations done considering the hysteresis limits θr1 = 49 ± 4◦ and θa2 =
33 ± 4◦ show better qualitative agreement with our experiments than those
done considering both receding angles. For these morphologies, in which part
of the contact line lays on the lyophobic area, the overall angle of the drop is
kept higher by the influence of the high contact angle of the lyophobic area θ1 =
θr1 = 49±4◦ , bringing it to the maximum angle possible for the lyophilic patch
θ2 = θa2 = 33 ± 4◦. For the same reason, the transitions from morphologies B
and C to morphology A, in which the contact line has to travel along the
lyophilic patch, show better agreement with the calculations performed for
θ2 = θr2 = 15 ± 4◦. The experiments also show that the transitions occur for
smaller droplet volumes as compared to those predicted. This delay can be
observed if, for a fixed aspect ratio b/a, we follow down the vertical line in
the decreasing volume direction. This effect is forced by pinning, which acts
to favor larger radii morphologies.

Moreover, during the calculations we found that, for certain lyophilicity
differences, we can exclude morphologies from the diagram. In our case, the
calculations that were computed considering θ2 = θr2 = 15◦ (see figure 3.6(a))
predict the absence of morphology B.
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Figure 3.6: Morphology diagrams in aspect ratio b/a vs relative volume V/a3 phase space
showing the morphologies A, B, C, D and E. (a) Experimental results displayed together
with the computational results considering θ2 = θr2 = 15◦ (b) Experimental results displayed
with the computational results considering θ2 = θa2 = 33◦. The main features for A-D are
indicated in figure 3.4, while E shows the case in which the droplet is small enough to adopt
the trivial spherical cap shape inside the patch. The color shadowed regions represent the
morphologies obtained with our calculations. Green, yellow, dark blue, red and light blue
regions represent respectively the regions where morphologies D,C, B, A and E where found
in our calculations and the colored markers show the experimental points specified in the
legend.
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3.4 Conclusions

We have performed experiments to validate the Surface Evolver calculations,
and these showed good agreement. We observe how the effect of substrate
heterogeneities, including pinning and contact angle hysteresis, can affect the
accuracy of our surface minimization calculations. These heterogeneities seem
mostly to affect the symmetry and the transitions in the morphology diagrams.
With this study, we show the robustness of the contact angle predictions which
contrast with the sensitivity that radii predictions have to pinning. The reason
is that the radius depends on the mobility of the contact line and therefore
on pinning, even when a different morphology would be energetically more
efficient, while the contact angle is forced by the chemistry of the substrate in
the vicinity of the contact line, making it more robust.

According to our results, we conclude that the knowledge of the hysteresis
limits can be used for improving the predictions of Surface Evolver calcula-
tions. In general, the morphologies found experimentally show good repeata-
bility However, the morphologies adopted by the droplets are always subjected
to the effect of pinning, which influences the droplet’s symmetry and delays its
transition to the next morphology. This effect shifts the experimental transi-
tions to smaller volumes than those predicted by our calculations, as shown
in the morphology diagram. We expect this effect to be opposite for grow-
ing droplets but that remains an open question and it is beyond the scope
of the present study, as it would require a different experimental setup. Fi-
nally, the exploration of lyophilicity differences between the patches and the
surroundings have shown the feasibility of excluding morphologies from the
phase diagram, which is an interesting result with bearing on the design of
micro-patterned structures for various applications.
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4
Marangoni puffs: Dramatically enhanced

dissolution of droplets featuring an entrapped
bubble †

We present a curious effect observed during the dissolution process of immersed
long-chain alcohol drops with an entrapped air bubble. In our experiments a
water-immersed sessile droplet of these partially soluble alcohols dissolves while
entrapping an air bubble pinned at the substrate. We qualitatively describe and
explain four different phases that are found during the dissolution of this kind of
system. The dissolution rate in the four phases differ dramatically. When the
drop-water interface and the air bubble contact each other, rapid cyclic changes
of the morphology are found: The breakage of the thin alcohol layer in between
the bubble and the water leads to the formation of a three phase contact line. If
the surface tension of the water-air interface supersedes those of the alcohol-water
and alcohol-air interfaces, alcohol from the droplet is pulled upwards, leading to
a closure of the air-water interface and the formation of a new thin alcohol film,
which then dissolves again, leading to a repetition of the series of events. We
call this sequence of events Marangoni puffing. This only happen for alcohols
of appropriate surface tension. The Marangoni puffing is an intermediate state.
In the final dissolution phases the Marangoni forces dramatically accelerate the
dissolution rate, which then becomes one order of magnitude faster than the
purely buoyancy-convective driven dissolution. Our results have bearing on various
dissolution processes in multicomponent droplet systems.

†Submitted as: Encarnación Escobar, J. M., Nieland, J., van Houselt, A., Zhang, X., and
Lohse, D.
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4. Marangoni puffs

4.1 Introduction

When immersed in water, a droplet of a partially water soluble liquid will
dissolve slowly. This dissolution, in absence of other effects, will take place at
a pace dictated by the diffusion-driven mass transport [41]. This phenomenon
is analogous to the growth of droplets and bubbles in oversaturated solutions
[87,88] and the evaporation of droplets [4,89]. Due to their relevance in many
applications in microfluidics, diagnostics, the food industry, ink-jet printing
and other fields, all these processes have received much attention during the
past decades.

In particular, multicomponent liquid processes [90] have been increasingly at-
tracting attention because of their importance in various applications [91–99].
For the dissolution and evaporation of such multicomponent sessile droplets
Marangoni forces come into play [100–102]. The dissolution process is also
strongly affected by the presence of a triple contact line with the substrate
or between three or more fluid phases [103] and by the geometric singularity
[2,52], which during dissolution, creates a gradient in the dissolution rate along
the droplet interface [3]. This position dependent dissolution then causes dif-
ferences in the local composition of the multicomponent droplets [96,104,105].
This difference in the local composition results in changes of the surface ten-
sion that cause Marangoni surface flows [1] that vice versa affect dissolu-
tion [106, 107]. The Marangoni flows inside and around the droplets in some
cases can also induce the self-propulsion of the drop [100,108–111]. When the
drop position is fixed and self propulsion is prevented, Marangoni forces have
been shown to produce oscillations that vary with the surrounding concentra-
tion field and usually improve mixing of the components [112–114].

At micro-scale, mixing is usually challenging due to the dominance of viscous
forces and how to overcome this challenge has received major attention due
to the relevance of mixing in many microfluidic processes [115–117]. Among
others, some microfluidic systems have been developed to improve mixing of
multicomponent flows based on topography [118], cross-channels [119, 120]
or temperature induced Marangoni flows [121] that can also trap or pump
flows. Mixing in microfluidics is essentially achieved by adding mechanisms
that influence the diffusion of the different species.

Diffusion controls the dissolution, evaporation and growth time scales of
droplets and bubbles in many circumstances being the slowest of the processes
involved. The diffusion driven dissolution process of a drop is governed by a
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time scale τd given by the initial radius of the drops R0, the diffusion constant
D of the drop liquid in the surrounding medium, the concentration difference
∆c=cs-c∞ between the saturation concentration cs (at the drop’s surface) and
the concentration far away from de drop c∞, and the density of the drop liquid
ρd [4, 35,50]:

τd = R2
0ρd

2D∆c
. (4.1)

The presence of natural convection rolls due to emerging density differences
can enhance the dissolution of immersed drops. E.g. in the work of Dietrich et
al. [122] the partial dissolution of drops of different alcohols and, in particular
1-pentanol drops, drive convection rolls due to the buoyancy of the relatively
lighter pentanol-rich water that surrounds the droplet. These concentration
driven convection rolls bring fresh water to the dissolving drop while remov-
ing pentanol-rich water, thus accelerating the mixing and leading to shorter
lifetimes that scale with τc ∝ R

5/4
0 for droplets with an initial radius larger

than the transition radius between the diffusion and the convection driven
dissolution [122].

In this work we study a similar system, but now with a sessile air bubble
entrapped in the sessile alcohol droplet that dissolves in water, see figure 4.1a.
We show how, during the dissolution of the drop, the system goes through four
fundamentally different dissolution phases, experiencing a remarkable disso-
lution enhancement with each of the phases, thanks to the Marangoni flows
induced by the presence of the bubble.

4.2 Experimental setup

The substrates used in our experiments were coated with SU-8, a negative
photoresist which is used to engrave a pattern of concentric rings as shown in
figure 4.1(b). The substrate was immersed in water and a drop of 1-pentanol
deposited on top of the substrate pattern. Inside the drop a sessile air bub-
ble was entrapped, see figure 4.1(a). The centers of the drop and the inner
bubble were aligned with respect to each other, which was possible due to the
engraved ring structure enforcing pinning of both the drop and the bubble.
The pinning at the concentric rings on the surface also provided the stability
of the drop against the present buoyant forces, thus preventing the bubble to
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4. Marangoni puffs

Figure 4.1: a) Droplet and bubble pinned on substrate grooves centered with respect to
each other. b) Schematic drawing of the vertical profile of the patterned substrate with
concentric circles. c) Experimental setup: A glass tank contains the sessile droplet-bubble
system immersed in water (1); the syringe (2) on a motorized stage allows for the deposition
of the bubble and the drop. The automated syringe pump is not drawn. Further elements:
LED light source (3) and the adjustable stage (4). The lens (5) and the knife edge (6) where
used only for Schlieren imaging. At the end of the light path, the long distance microscope
and the camera (7) are shown.

Alcohol ρ D γwa

[kg m−3] [10 −9m2s−1] [mNm−1]
1-butanol 810 0.960 1.8
1-pentanol 811 0.888 5.0
1-hexanol 814 0.830 6.8
1-heptanol 822 0.800 7.7

Table 4.1: Table of the employed alcohols, their density ρ, their diffusion coefficient D,
and their water-alcohol surface tension γwa.

float. The drop dissolved with time (see figure 4.1 a). On the time scale of
our measurements, the volume of the bubble remained roughly constant.

Besides the dissolution of 1-pentanol, we also investigated the dissolution of
1-butanol, 1-hexanol and 1-heptanol. All of them were ≥98% purity (Sigma
Aldrich) and were used as received. The water was prepared from Milli-Q sys-
tem (18.2 MΩ·cm). Some physical properties of these alcohols are listed in ta-
ble 1. The surface tensions in the table were measured with the method of the
pendant drop using an optical contact angle measurement system OCA15EC
from dataphysics.

Figure 4.1(c) shows a scheme of our experimental setup. The substrate was
placed inside a cubic glass container with the dimension of 5cm×5cm×5cm.
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The drops and bubbles were placed on the substrate using a motorized syringe
pump with micrometric position control. The system was illuminated using a
diffuse light source and imaged with a long distance microscope and a charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera.

To qualitatively observe the concentration gradients, we employed the Schlieren
technique [123], which makes density gradients visible, allowing us to quali-
tatively observe the dissolution behaviors. For the Schlieren technique, we
created a focal point adding a positive lens and placed sharp knife edge at the
focal point. In separate experiments, we used the diffuse light alone, yielding
a much larger field of depth and thus sharper interfaces with the advantage
that it shows the bubble inside the drop and all the interfaces clearly, which
makes it more adequate for quantitative volume measurements.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Dissolution phases

In Figure 4.2 we show representative snapshots taken by using the Schlieren
technique, compared to images taken only using the diffuse light under the very
same conditions. The snapshots reveal four distinct dissolution phases (I, II,
III, and IV), defined according to the drop topology and the dissolution rates.
In figure 4.3 we show more snapshots for each phase and in the supporting
video we show one of the experiments as an example.

In the initial phase I the bubble is completely surrounded by 1-pentanol
without any interface with the water outside the drop. During this phase we
observed the presence of a convection plume above the drop (figure 4.2 (A)
and figure 4.3 (a to c)), similar as it occurs for a dissolving droplet without an
entrained bubble [122]. This phase was observed for all the employed alcohols.
During phase I, the drop volume decreases until, as we see in figure 4.3 (d), the
bubble pinches through the interface, triggering the start of phase II. When
this happens, a curious cyclic motion of the liquid in the drop starts. The
droplet around the bubble expands and contracts in a heartbeat-like manner
and expels waves away from the drop’s apex. Snapshot of the drops in this
phase are shown in figure 4.2 (B and b) and figure 4.3 (d to h).We refer to
this phenomenon of the drop’s motion as puffing. Phase II can be seen as a
transition phase, since it is observed for pentanol and hexanol droplets only.
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4. Marangoni puffs

At a certain point, this puffing stops, giving way to the third phase. During the
final phases III and IV, which exist for all alcohol drops, the triple contact line
is stable and the heartbeat-like motion ends and simultaneously the formation
of expelled waves is replaced by a convection plume again (figure 4.2 (C and
c), and figure 4.3 (i to l)). The new convection plume in phase III is much
wider than that of phase I (figure 4.2(C) and figure 4.3(i to j)). Towards the
end of the drop’s dissolution, during phase IV the contact angles increasingly
sharpen and deform the drop into a convex shape due to surface tensions in
the triple contact line and pinning at the substrate (figure 4.2(d and D), and
figure 4.3(k)). In phase IV we observe further widening of the dissolution
plume and further increase of the dissolution rate see figures 4.2(d and D).
Just at the end of the dissolution of the drop, the alcohol droplet detaches
from the substrate, surrounding the bubble and producing a last wave, as can
be seen in figure 4.3(l).

Figure 4.2: In the two rows, from left to right, each picture is respectively taken during
phases I, II, III and IV. The first row shows experimental images of the system using Schlieren
technique which shows the qualitative differences in dissolution. The second row of images
are taken using led light which allows us to better observe all interfaces. In this case the
dissolution plume and puffs are not visible. The scale bars are 200 µm for the first row and
150 µm for the second one.

Thanks to the remarkable puffing phenomenon, the mixing efficiency be-
tween the drop liquid and the surrounding water is greatly improved, as ev-
idenced by the drop dissolution rate. In figure 4.4(a) we show experimental
results of the droplet volume as function of time. We indicate the transitions
between dissolution phases with vertical broken lines, and the black line is an
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Figure 4.3: Schlieren experimental snapshots taken at various times during the dissolution
of a drop undergoing the four phases described in this work. The times have been chosen
to show in the best way the puffing behavior. (a) to (c) show phase I with characteristic
convection plume. Phase II starts with the pinching through the interface of the bubble (d)
and develops producing the puffing effect (d) to (h). The snapshots (i) and (j) show phase
III, and the snapshots (k) and (l) phase IV with the final puff.

extrapolated fit to the experimental points of phase I. The deviation from the
black solid line indicates the transition from phase I to phase II, when the
bubble pinches trough the interface and the puffing begins. The dissolution
rate in phase II is approximately two times larger than that in phase I for all
the experiments. The second kink on the dissolution curve of the drop in our
experiments, indicated by the second vertical broken line, shows the begin-
ning of phase III. Here, the slope measured between the start and the end of
phase III, reaches values five times larger than that of the natural convection
in phase I. With the start of phase IV, the dissolution undergoes a dramatic
acceleration associated to pinning at the substrate rings and changes in the
contact angles typical for dissolving drops [51], but reaching values one or-
der of magnitude larger than expected for the natural convection dissolution
mode [122].

In Table 4.2 the typical values for the dissolution rates found in our ex-
periments in each phase are shown. These are approximate values that show
the general trend, in particular with dramatic increase of the dissolution rate
from phase I to IV. However, the dissolution rates and duration of the phases,
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4. Marangoni puffs

Phase Typical dissolution rates
[µm3 s−1]

Phase I O ∼ 1×105

Phase II O ∼ 2×105

Phase III O ∼ 5×105

Phase IV O ∼ 1×106

Table 4.2: Table with the four encountered phases and their typical dissolution rates.

considerably vary around this typical values from experiment to experiment.
The dissolution rates of course also vary in time as they are very sensitive to

changes in the local water-alcohol composition around the drop, which changes
in time due to the convection rolls and other external perturbations. The
puffing frequencies in phase II can vary during one experiment and between
separate experiments in a broad range from 0.2 Hz to 5 Hz. This dissolution
enhancements are explained in the following section in which we qualitatively
analyze the mechanisms of the four phases and their effect on dissolution. In
figure 4.4(b) we show the dissolution rate measured from the volume variation
in the same experiment shown in figure 4.4(a), after filtering the experimental
noise. We note that we analyzed the dissolution rate for different droplet-
bubble size relations, but did not find a clear trend, possibly because the
puffing phenomenon was not sensitive enough to the droplet size.

4.3.2 Phases and dissolution enhancement

Phase I: Natural convection plume

In phase I, the presence of the bubble inside the droplet has little or no effect
on the dynamics of the drop dissolution, which is in the natural convection
mode as described by Dietrich et al [122]. Briefly, the liquid around the droplet
gets enriched in alcohol due to the drop dissolution. The lower density of the
alcohol-water mixture as compared to the initially pure water in the bulk away
from the drop drives the rise of the liquid adjacent to the drop, leading to the
formation of the convection plume above the drop. The drop dissolution is
dominated by the convection rolls that favor mixing by bringing fresh water to
the drop and transporting away alcohol-enriched water [122]. In figure 4.7(a)
we represent this dissolution mechanism. In that figure the alcohol-rich water
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Figure 4.4: a) Time evolution of the volume of a pentanol droplet encapsulating an air
bubble. The detail figure shows the transition from phase I to phase II and thus the beginning
of puffing. We note that step originates from a systematic error in the measurements during
phase I, due to the change in topology of the system, and is not a physical volume change.
The dashed vertical lines indicate transitions between the phases and the black continuous
line, fit to the experimental points of phase I, shows the evolution of the volume drop as
it would continue in the dissolution mode of phase I for comparison with the dissolution
enhancement of the following phases. b) Time evolution of the dissolution rate of a pentanol
droplet encapsulating an air bubble. The dashed vertical lines indicate the moment of
transition from one phase to the other. The discontinuities between phases are an artifact
of the determination procedure.

is differentiated from fresh water by a more yellow color. In phase I, due to the
droplet pinning, the apex of the drop decreases during the dissolution (con-
stant contact radius mode (CR-mode)), while the size of the bubble remains
constant. Finally, the drop apex is low enough for the water-alcohol and the
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4. Marangoni puffs

alcohol-air interfaces to touch each other.

Phase II: Marangoni puffs

Phase II starts immediately after this contact, as can be seen in the second
column of snapshots in figure 4.2(b) when a phenomenon which we call puffing
takes place. Regular pulses repeatedly expel alcohol-rich water from the top
of the drop. The pulses repeat for many cycles.

The puffing of the dissolving drop is due to the repeated cycle of formation
and depletion of a thin alcohol film above the bubble. In this process the triple
(water-alcohol-air) contact line on the bubble top closes up and expands in
a periodic fashion. This repetitive change in geometry of the system pushes
waves of pentanol-rich water away from the droplet. In figure 4.3 (e to h), two
of these pentanol-rich water waves expelled by two different puffing events are
tracked in time with the red and yellow arrows.

Phase II, with its alcohol puffs and heart-beat like motion, is the most eye
catching effect in the dissolution of alcohol droplets entrapping a bubble, as it
gives an animate appearance to the drop in a similar way to some self-propelled
droplets, e.g. the bouncing droplet on a stratified liquid [100]. Additionally,
this effect is the result of a delicate fluctuation around the equilibrium of the
surface tensions that can only be found for some liquids.

To better understand this phase II of the dissolution process, we divide it in
different steps. In the first step, the water-bubble and drop-water interfaces are
well separated and a triple contact line forms. As sketched in figure 4.6(1), a
contact angle forms such that the vector sum of the interface tensions γga, γgw,
and γwa, (standing for gas-alcohol, gas-water and water-alcohol) equilibrate at
the three-phase contact line. When γgw is larger than the sum of γwa and γga,
the equilibrium contact angle can not be reached and a thin film of pentanol is
pulled upwards around the apex of the bubble, as in this case this configuration
is energetically more favorable. This force balance can be quantified by the
spreading factor:

S = γgw − (γwa +γga). (4.2)
When S>0, the formation of an alcohol layer separating gas and water will be
energetically more favorable. On the contrary, when S<0, this layer will tend
to break and a triple contact line will be formed.

In our case this spreading factor is initially S=72.5−(5+26) mN/m=41.5
mN/m (see table 4.1). Therefore, the system evolves to the second step (fig-
ure 4.6(2)), forming a thin pentanol layer around the bubble apex, schemati-
cally shown in figure 4.6(2). However, while this thin layer dissolves, supplying
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Figure 4.5: Surface tension between aqueous solution and air for some alcohols-water
mixtures as function of the alcohol concentration.

pentanol to the surrounding water (third step shown in figure 4.6(3)), the sur-
face tension between the pentanol-rich water and the air decreases rapidly as
the pentanol concentration in water increases (see figure 4.5) [124]. When the
pentanol saturation concentration in water is reached, the surface tension of
this mixture with air has dropped down to γs

gw= 30 mN/m and the spread-
ing factor becomes S=−1 mN/m. This change in sign of S means that any
perturbation can break the thin layer, creating a (now energetically more fa-
vorable) new water-air interface. The change in geometry of the whole system
produces a puff (step four, shown in figure 4.6(4)), a movement that expels the
alcohol-rich mixture from the drop and brings fresher water to the interface,
thus leading back to the situation depicted in figure 4.6(1). This puffing will
repeat as long as there is enough fresh water around the drop and the thin
layer of pentanol has time to be formed again before its dissolution.

In order to test our interpretation we did experiments with four differ-
ent alcohols (see table 4.3) with different surface tensions. We calculated
the spreading factors S1 = γgw − (γwa + γga) when water is pure, and S2 =
γs

gw − (γwa + γga) when the water is saturated with alcohol. We found puff-
ing only for pentanol and hexanol, the only two alcohols in which the limit
spreading factor reaches values S2 ≤0 for the saturated alcohol-water mixture.
We note that even though the Laplace pressure inside the bubble changes
with the morphology, its influence on the volume of the drop is not no-
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4. Marangoni puffs

Figure 4.6: Scheme of the four steps of a puff: (1) and (2) When a triple contact line
forms, the balance of surface tensions drives the creation of a thin alcohol layer. The thin
layer eventually covers the bubble and prevents contact between air and water. (3) The
pentanol from the thin layer dissolves rapidly into the surrounding water causing the surface
tension of the mixture with air γa

gw to decrease dramatically (see figure 4.5). As a result,
the surface tension balance does not favor the thin layer and any perturbation can cause the
rupture of the thin layer. (4) The change in surface tension after the layer break-up produces
a sudden topological change to adjust the curvatures and Laplace pressure inside the drop,
pushing the pentanol rich water away and bringing fresh water to the interface which takes
the system back to the situation shown in (1).

ticeable at this scale as they represent a negligible percentage of the total
pressure in the bubble. To calculate the maximum possible volume pres-
sure difference, we consider the order of magnitude of the bubble radius to
be R ∼ 100 µm and consider the Laplace tension for the configurations with
maximum and minimum Laplace pressures. The maximum and minimum
possible Laplace pressures in this system correspond to the maximum and
minimum surface tensions, γgw = 72.5 mN/m2 for the pure water-air inter-
face, and γga = 26 mN/m2 for the pentanol-air interface. We can calculate
the Laplace pressure for these cases as ∆Pgw = 2γgw/R = 1.4 × 106 mN/m2

and ∆Pga = 2γga/R = 5.2×105 mN/m2. Thus, the volumes of the two extreme
configurations with the highest and lowest surface tensions can be calculated
as Vgw(P0 + ∆Pgw) = Vga(P0 + ∆Pga), were P0 ≈ 1.01 × 108 mN/m2 and the
variation in the volume due to Laplace pressure will not represent more than
an 0.82% of the bubble volume, which would be hard to observe.

Obviously, the puffing phenomenon in phase II can enhance the mixing ef-
ficiency, in addition to the presence of natural convection rolls in phase I.
This enhancement originates from the streaming produced by the puffing that
expels saturated water and brings fresher water to the droplet surface, as
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Alcohol γwa γga γs
gw S1 S2

[mNm−1] [mNm−1] [mNm−1] [mNm−1] [mNm−1]
1-butanol 1.8 25.0 32 45.2 5.2
1-pentanol 5.0 26.0 30 41.5 -1.0
1-hexanol 6.8 24.5 30 34.0 -1.3
1-heptanol 7.7 26.2 48 32.1 14.1

Table 4.3: Table with the alcohols employed: surface tensions of the water-alcohol
interface(γwa); the gas-alcohol (γga) interface; and for the interface between gas and alcohol-
saturated water (γs

gw). Also shown are the spreading factors S1 for pure water and S2 for
alcohol-saturated water.

sketched in Figure 4.7(b).

Phase III: Marangoni enhanced convection rolls

During phase III, the triple contact line remains stable and creates a much
wider convection plume as can be seen in figure 4.2(C). The triple phase con-
tact line remains when the thin pentanol layer cannot be formed anymore.
During this phase the Marangoni currents, produced by the difference in com-
position and consequently surface tensions along the interfaces, enhance the
natural convection rolls, producing a wider convection plume. In phase III,
the Marangoni flow enhances the already existing convection plume and hence
the mixing efficiency, leading to an increased dissolution rate, as schematically
shown in in figure 4.7(c).

Phase IV: Marangoni and topological enhanced convection

With the transition from phase III to phase IV, the dissolution further accel-
erates with a dramatical transition associated to the changes in the contact
angles due to pinning at the substrate rings. With the volume loss, the sur-
face tension sharpens the contact angle at the triple contact line formed by the
three fluids while the concentric rings pin the contact line of the droplet with
the substrate reaching very low contact angles towards the end of the experi-
ments resulting in a very high surface area to volume ratio, see figure 4.7(d).
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4. Marangoni puffs

Figure 4.7: a) Phase I: Natural buoyancy convection b) Phase II: Puffing c) Phase III:
Marangoni forced convection d) Phase IV: Marangoni forced convection with the effect of
pinning on the geometry that dramatically increases the droplet surface area per unit volume.

4.4 Conclusions and outlook

We investigated the dynamic behaviour of dissolving sessile long-chain alcohol
drops entrapping a sessile air bubble. Depending on the type of the partially
soluble alcohols in the drops we observed three or four distinct dissolution
phases. The first phase corresponds to the known natural convection disso-
lution mode. The second, third and fourth phases are brought about by the
presence of the air bubble. The second phase of the dissolution (only found
for some of the alcohols) produces a curious heartbeat-like motion that expels
alcohol rich water away from the system, creating a very eye-catching effect
and dramatically increasing the dissolution rate. In the third and fourth phase
the droplet dissolves even faster. The presence of the air bubble thus majorly
contributes to alcohol drops dissolution bringing into play Marangoni flows.

We believe that the puffing phenomena has potential in microfluidics as a
mechanism for autonomous motion that may be useful for stirring and im-
proved mixing in confined spaces. For example the controlled formation of a
gas pocket could be used in microfluidics to overcome the limitations in mixing
that, as commented in the introduction, are brought about by the dominance
of viscous forces in that kind of systems, by bringing Marangoni flows, and
possibly Marangoni puffs, into play.
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Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis, we have researched the fundamentals of sessile droplet dewet-
ting, dissolution and evaporation in various configurations. In each of the
chapters we have studied systems with different geometrical properties and
materials, including patterned substrates, droplets of various liquids with dif-
ferent properties and encapsulated gas bubbles.

In chapter1, we investigate the dissolution of sessile microdroplets on sub-
strates engraved with concentric geometrical patterns. We found a novel de-
pinning mode that occurs for droplets located on the concentric ring patterns.
We called this phenomenon zipping-depinning and it is shown to be a interme-
diate state in the stick-jump mode observed for concentric rings. However it
is still a question when the change from the jumping to the zipping-depinning
mode occurs. In particular the nature of the transition between the zipping-
deppining and stick-jump modes reminds as an open question as this subject
would require high-speed imaging, which goes beyond the scope of chapter
one.

In chapter 2 we investigate zipping-dewetting on spiral patterns and con-
cluded that the total evaporation time of the droplet is not (or minimally)
affected by the patterns. Thus, the equations that describe the physics for
sessile droplets evaporating in the constant contact angle mode on flat sub-
strates are applicable also on spiral patterns. We did not find any effect on
the dissolution of the droplet related to variations on the groove profile.

The strong pinning produced at the spiral grooves reduces the movement of
the contact line to the zipping-depinning front. This front recedes once the
receding contact angle is reached, as it would be for a drop on a flat substrate
but with the peculiarity of performing spiral turns around the center of the
pattern. We show how by tunning the spacing between the spiral grooves s
we can control the velocity of the zipping-dewetting front v . The velocity of
the zipping-depinning front v results to be constant for each spiral step and
evaporative flux j0 . In fact it can be calculated as
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v ∼ j0π

s
, (4.3)

and thus can reach very high dewetting velocities for small values of the
parameter s.

The study and understanding of the zipping-depinning mode allows for the
improvement of the existing techniques to predict contact angle hysteresis
brought about by the underlying pattern. It also allows us to tune the patterns
in order to control the velocity of the zipping-depinning front, which can be
applied, for example in particle focusing or droplet based diagnostics as shown
in chapter 1 and chapter 2.

In chapter 3 we investigate the effect of chemical heterogeneities of the
substrate with elliptical shape and compare the experimental results to the
computational calculations. We prepared substrates with lyophilic elliptical
flat patches using short-chain silanes. Additionally, we show the strengths
and weaknesses of our computational methods to predict the behavior of the
droplets on real experimental conditions, where contact angle hysteresis are
present in contrast with our computational calculations.

According to our results in chapter 3, we conclude that taking into account
the hysteresis limits is important for improving the predictions performed us-
ing Surface Evolver in this kind of calculations. In general, the morphologies
found experimentally show good repeatability and the morphologies predicted
by the calculations are fulfilled. In any case, the effect of defects of the sub-
strate that produce pinning is imposible to predict and has major impact in the
droplet’s symmetry delaying the transitions between the morphologies found.
Additionally, the exploration of lyophilicity differences in our calculations have
shown the feasibility of avoiding some of the possible morphologies. This is, as
shown in chapter 3, particularly interesting for the design of micro-patterned
structures for various applications.

In the last chapter of this thesis, chapter 4 we investigated the behaviour
of dissolving sessile alcohol drops entrapping a sessile air bubble. We show
that three or four distinct dissolution phases are observed depending on the
the partially soluble alcohols employed. The first phase corresponds to the
natural convection dissolution mode which is already well known. However,
the second, third and fourth phases, which are brought about by the presence
of the air bubble, are novel phenomena. The second phase of the dissolution
(which is only found for some of the alcohols) creates a very eye-catching
effect as it produces a curious heartbeat-like motion that expels alcohol rich
water waves away from the system. These phases dramatically enhance the
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dissolution of the droplet. The presence of the air bubble contributes thus
majorly to the dissolution of alcohol drops due to the Marangoni tensions.

The phenomena described in chapter 4 have potential in applications in
which one requires to improve mixing. I think, e.g. about microfluidics, where
the controlled formation of a gas pocket could be a very cheap passive way
to overcome the mixing limitations caused by the dominance of viscous forces
by bringing Marangoni tensions into play. I like to think of the possibility of
triggering Marangoni puffs inside a microchanel.

The collection of studies and results of this thesis offer one more milestone
in the quantitative and qualitative understanding of the effect that various
different chemical and geometrical conditions have on their topology, lifetimes,
and motion of contact lines of drops and bubbles on surfaces.
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Summary

We humans, characterize for our pursuit of a deep understanding of nature
and also for our way of using this knowledge in order to alter our environment
(sometimes also to protect and preserve it) in the most convenient way for us.
Droplets are present in a great variety of natural processes and also in a wide
collection of human applications, and thus they have captured the attention
of the scientific community already for very long. In particular, the study of
some animals and plants strategies, have shown us how to control the adhesion
of liquids like oils and water, and these strategies are now used and adapted
to many industrial processes and manufactured tools. These strategies that
in animals and plants are a result from the evolution of the species, have led
to microscopic and intricate geometries and these materials have been taken
as inspiration and reproduced by the scientific community.

In this thesis, we provide a collection of experimental studies of the funda-
mentals of the droplet behavior on substrates with different geometries and
materials. In all of these studies, the droplet’s volume evolves in time by
means of natural diffusion and convection and is forced by the properties of
the materials in which they sit to adopt changes in topology to minimize their
surface free energy. The knowledge acquired through these experiments al-
lows us to understand the behavior of droplets and their contact lines under
different conditions imposed by the topology of the substrates.

In particular, we have studied the behavior of drying and dissolving drops
on substrates engraved with concentric rings and spiral patterns. These ex-
periments show the special motion of the contact line between the rings and
spiraling groves that we name zipping-dewetting, as it opens the gap between
the grooves with its advance. This zipping-dewetting is shown to be a suc-
cession of stable states controlled by the diffusion process and the geometry
of the substrates. Additionally, we have studied the effect of chemical het-
erogeneities of the substrate with elliptical shape. The experimental results
compared to the computational calculations show the strengths and weak-
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nesses of our computational methods to predict the behavior of the droplets
on real experimental conditions.

Finally, we studied a very eye-catching effect that an entrapped bubble
causes in some dissolving drops. Its heartbeat-like motion and the waves ex-
pelled by the system, besides being amusing to see, highly foment mixing and
dissolution. This phenomenon that we call puffing, and that only happens for
some combination of liquids, is just the previous step for a convective disso-
lution of the drops driven by Marangoni tensions which dramatically enhance
mixing.

The studies in this book offer a step forward in the fundamental understand-
ing of droplets that can open the door to the optimization of processes as, for
example, microfluidics mixing components, nano-architecture, advanced print-
ing and 3D-printing technology or droplet-based diagnostics.
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Sumario

Los humanos nos caracterizamos por nuestro empeño en la comprensión de
la naturaleza y también por nuestra manera de usar este conocimiento para
alterar nuestro medio ambiente (a veces también para protegerlo) en la manera
que más nos conviene. Pequeñas gotas están presentes en una gran variedad de
procesos naturales y también en muchas aplicaciones humanas y, por ello, han
captado la atención de la comunidad científica durante décadas. En particular
el estudio de las estrategias de algunos animales y plantas, nos ha enseñado
como controlar la adhesión de líquidos como aceite y agua, y estas estrategias
se usan ahora adaptadas a muchos procesos industriales y manufacturas. Estas
estrategias, que en animales y plantas son el resultado de la evolución de las
especies, han resultado en geometrías microscópicas muy intrincadas que han
sido tomadas como inspiración y reproducidas por la comunidad científica.

En esta tesis mostramos una colección de estudios experimentales sobre los
fundamentos de la evolución de gotas micrométricas sobre substratos de dis-
tinta geometría y materiales. En todos estos estudios el volumen de las gotas
evoluciona con el tiempo debido a la difusión y la convección natural y son
forzadas por las propiedades de los materiales sobre los que se encuentran a
adoptar cambios topológicos para minimizar su energía libre superficial. El
conocimiento adquirido durante estos experimentos nos ayuda a entender el
comportamiento de estas gotas microscópicas y sus líneas de contacto bajo
diferentes condiciones impuestas por la topología de los substratos empleados.

En particular hemos estudiado el comportamiento de gotas microscópicas
secándose y disolviéndose sobre substratos gravados con patrones de círculos
concéntricos y espirales. Estos experimentos muestran un comportamiento
especial de la línea de contacto de las gotas que llamamos zipping-dewetting, o
retroceso en cremallera. El nombre es debido a que el retroceso de la línea de
contacto va abriendo el hueco entre los surcos gravados en el substrato. Este
zipping-dewetting, sucede como una sucesión de estados estables controlada
por el proceso de difusión de la gota y la topología del substrato. Adicional-
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mente, hemos estudiado el efecto de heterogeneidades químicas del substrato
con formas elípticas. Los resultados experimentales comparados con los cál-
culos computacionales nos muestran las debilidades y fortalezas de nuestros
métodos computacionales a la hora de predecir el comportamiento de las gotas
en condiciones experimentales reales.

Finalmente estudiamos un efecto muy llamativo que se produce cuando una
gota se disuelve atrapando una burbuja. El movimiento, como un latido de
corazón, y las hondas expulsadas por el sistema gota-burbuja, además de ser
un efecto divertido, fomenta en gran medida la disolución de la mezcla. De
echo, este fenómeno que llamamos puffing, y que solo ocurre para algunas
combinaciones de líquidos es sólo un paso intermedio previo a la disolución
convectiva dominada por tensiones de Marangoni que incrementan dramática-
mente el proceso de mezcla. En sistemas microfluídicos, que están dominados
por fuerzas viscosas y no inerciales, la mezcla de distintos componentes es un
reto que estas fuercas de Marangoni podrían ayudar a superar.

Los estudios en este libro ofrecen un paso más en la comprensión de los
fundamentos sobre gotas a escala microscópica y pueden abrir la puerta en el
futuro a la optimización de procesos como, por ejemplo, mezclas en compo-
nentes microfluídicos, nano-architectura, technicas de impresión e impresión
3D avanzadas o diagnostico basado en gotas.
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Samenvatting

Wij mensen, maken ons uniek door onze constante zoektocht naar kennis en
het gebruik van deze kennis om onze omgeving naar ons te vormen (soms ook
om het te beschermen).

De aanwezigheid van druppels in veel natuurlijke fenomenen en ook in veel
industriële processen, heeft al voor een lange tijd gezorgd voor een wetenschap-
pelijke interesse. Vooral het bestuderen van bepaalde methodes gebruikt door
dieren en planten heeft ons geleerd hoe we de adhesie van vloeistoffen zoals
olie en water kunnen controleren. Deze methodes worden inmiddels veel ge-
bruikt in industrieel processen en ontwerpen. De dieren en planten hebben
deze methodes ontwikkelt gedurende de (meestal langdurige) evolutie van de
soort, waardoor er microscopische en complexe structuren zijn gevormd. De
vormen van deze structuren zijn gebruikt als inspiratie en worden zo goed
mogelijk bestudeert en nagemaakt door wetenschappers.

Dit proefschrift bevat een verzameling van verscheidene experimentele on-
derzoeken waarin op fundamenteel niveau naar het gedrag van druppels is
gekeken op substraten met verschillende structuren en van verschillende ma-
terialen. In deze onderzoeken neemt het volume van de druppel af over tijd
door middel van diffusie en convectie. Ook verandert de vorm van de druppel
doordat het zijn oppervlakte vrij energie wil minimaliseren afhankelijk van
de materiaaleigenschappen van het substraat waarop de druppel is geplaatst.
Doormiddel van deze experimenten begrijpen we beter hoe en waarom drup-
pels en hun contactlijn zich zo gedragen, onder verschillende omstandigheden
en met bepaalde structuren van het substraat.

In het bijzonder hebben we gedrag van opdrogende en oplossende drup-
pels bekeken, die zich bevinden op substraten waarin ringen en spiralen zijn
gegraveerd. In deze experimenten zien we vooral dat de contactlijn tussen
de ringen en spiralen beweegt op een manier die we beschrijven als zipping-
dewetting “ritsend-ontvochtigen”, omdat de opening tussen de groeven steeds
groter wordt. We laten zien dat deze manier van het ontvochtigen van het
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substraat een reeks is van stabiele toestanden is dat gecontroleerd wordt door
zowel diffusie als de geometrie van het substraat.

Verder hebben we de invloed van chemische patronen op een substraat
met elliptische vormen bestudeert. De resultaten van de experimenten wor-
den vergeleken met de computationele berekeningen, waaruit we de sterke
en zwakke punten van de berekeningen kunnen bepalen als het gaat om het
voorspellen van het gedrag van de druppels in deze experimenten.

Tenslotte hebben we een heel opvallend en aantrekkelijk effect bestudeert
waarin een luchtbel opgesloten zit in een druppel die aan het oplossen is.
De bewegingen die lijken op een hartslag en die ook golven in de vloeistof
veroorzaken zijn, naast mooi om te zien, ook zeer behulpzaam in het mengen
en het oplossen van de druppels. Dit gedrag noemen we puffen, en dit gebeurt
alleen maar bij bepaalde combinaties van vloeistoffen. Dit fenomeen is de
stap die voorafgaande is aan het convectie gedreven oplossen van druppels
of het oplossen gedreven door het Marangoni-effect, die beiden het mengen
dramatisch verbeteren.

De studies die in dit boek worden beschreven, zijn een volgende stap in het
begrijpen van druppels op een fundamenteel niveau en geven nieuwe mogeli-
jkheden voor het optimaliseren van processen zoals bijvoorbeeld microfluïdis-
che mengcomponenten, nano-architecturen, geavanceerd printen en 3D-printen
of diagnoses gebaseerd op druppels.
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